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ABSTRACT
Nearly 200,000 visitors arrive in Hawai`i each day, around eight million per year.
Each new visitor that steps foot on the islands will have little, if any, knowledge of the
Hawaiian monk seal, but some will encounter them when they unknowingly flock to the
same beaches that these endangered seals call home. Seeing one of these rare animals in
the wild is a special experience, but approaching too closely or otherwise disturbing them
can have multiple consequences affecting both humans and seals. Behaving responsibly
around these critically endangered seals is important to their long-term survival and for
human safety; however NOAA Fisheries cannot educate the visitor population to this end
on their own. Any educational programs that will reach the large and diverse Hawai`i
visitor population must be strategic and include research-based methods.
This needs assessment research project aimed to answer the question, “How can
NOAA Fisheries improve its education programming to create a visitor community that is
aware of Hawaiian monk seals and exhibits stewardship behaviors when encountering
them?” Data was collected in the form of interviews with key informants from the
NOAA Fisheries Marine Mammal Response Network (MMRN); organizations that
conduct marine-related education programs; commercial tour and lodging operators; and
visitor bureau staff. The analysis of these interviews and a review of literature on best
educational practices for nonformal audiences pointed to several gaps in Hawaiian monk
seal education geared to the visitor target audience and informed the author’s
recommendations to resolve these gaps.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Statement of Problem
The Hawaiian monk seal is a critically endangered species protected by the
Endangered Species Act (ESA) and Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA), with an
overall population that is declining at 3.4% annually. At the completion of this research
report, the best population estimate of Hawaiian monk seals was 1209 seals, with an
overall population decline at 3.4% (NOAA Fisheries, 2013, pp. 25-26). Hawaiian monk
seal habitat spans the entire Hawaiian archipelago, from Hawai‘i island to Kure atoll.
Despite the decline in the overall population, the number of monk seals in the main
Hawaiian Islands (Hawai`i Island to Ni`ihau) has been steadily increasing. Although
promising for species recovery, having more Hawaiian monk seals in these humanpopulated islands poses added management challenges, including dealing with humanseal interactions, which can lead to disturbance of the seals and injury to humans (NOAA
Fisheries, Pacific Islands Fisheries Science Center, 2014). To deal with this threat, the
Recovery Plan for the Hawaiian Monk Seal, revised in 2007 (National Marine Fisheries
Service, 2007), recommends that to increase coordinated outreach and education “to
develop a culture of co-existence between humans and seals in the Main Hawaiian
Islands (MHI)” (National Marine Fisheries Service, 2007, p. vii) and target numerous
audiences including fishers, marine resource managers, beach and ocean users, and the
visitor industry (National Marine Fisheries Service, 2007, pp. iv-23).
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Currently, NOAA Fisheries has focused efforts and resources on developing
outreach and education programs to reach all target audience groups recommended in the
recovery plan, except for the visitor community. This reality is echoed in the “Public
Perceptions and Attitudes about the Hawaiian Monk Seal Survey: Survey Results
Report,” completed in April of 2011 by Sustainable Resource Group International, Inc.
(SRGII), a firm contracted by NOAA Fisheries. NOAA Fisheries initiated the survey
project to help inform outreach and education efforts for targeted audiences that had the
potential to interact with Hawaiian monk seals, including beachgoers, fishermen,
members of the visitor industry, and the visitors themselves. SRGII conducted in-person
surveys at beaches and popular fishing areas where monk seals commonly haul out. The
survey administrator approached every 5th person about participating in the survey. Of
all the 816 in-person respondents, only 8% claimed to be visitors, or non-residents.
(Sustainable Resources Group Intn'l, Inc., 2011).
NOAA Fisheries works with its Marine Mammal Response Network (MMRN)
volunteer programs to get information about the Hawaiian monk seal to the visitor
community. Volunteers and NOAA Fisheries staff share information primarily through
impromptu interpretation when a monk seal hauls out onto a beach to rest, molt or rear
their young. MMRN programs exist on O`ahu, Maui, Moloka`i, Kaua`i and Hawai`i
Island. MMRN Island Volunteer Coordinators for these islands have also conducted
trainings with a number of hotel staff and tour operators that encounter Hawaiian monk
seals. The Monk Seal Foundation (MSF) currently runs monk seal volunteer and
education and outreach programs on the islands of O`ahu and Moloka`i, directing a
portion of their programming specifically to the visitor community.
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With the help of partners, NOAA Fisheries has been able to increase their
education and outreach programming targeted to the visitor audience, however there has
never been a strategic approach in program development for this audience. This needs
assessment offers insight into understanding important knowledge and programming gaps
that will help answer the following question: “How can NOAA Fisheries improve its
outreach and education programming to create a visitor community that is aware of
Hawaiian monk seals and exhibits stewardship behaviors when encountering Hawaiian
monk seals?”
Statement of Sub-Problems
Sub-problem 1: Gather and summarize data on the current practices and
behaviors around Hawaiian monk seals by visitors and tour and lodging operators;
and data on visitor and tour and lodging operator knowledge, attitudes skills, and
aspirations (KASA) concerning Hawaiian monk seals and viewing of Hawaiian
monk seals.
Sub-problem 2: Interview key informants to understand how visitors to Hawai`i
get information about natural resources, marine wildlife, and beach safety while
they are in Hawai`i and summarize the information.
Sub-Problem 3: Interview NOAA Fisheries staff and volunteers about current
NOAA Fisheries Hawaiian monk seal outreach and education programs for the
visitor community and their effectiveness and summarize the interview results.
Sub-problem 4: Conduct and summarize focus groups with commercial operators
to understand their preferred methods for presenting information to their clients
3

Sub-Problem 5: Analyze and summarize the research and formulate a
series of suggested recommendations to improve NOAA Fisheries
Hawaiian monk seal outreach and education programming to successfully
reach the visitor community.
The Importance of the Study
The importance of this study was to 1) offer insight and expertise to an
organization mandated to assist in the recovery of a critically endangered species with
great potential to increase the environmental literacy of the visitors to Hawai`i; 2)
understand best practices for educating visitors to Hawai`i about protected marine
wildlife and responsible wildlife viewing; and 3) provide an example of how to use a
needs assessment in nonformal interpretive and environmental education program
development.
The Limitations
Limitation #1 The scope of the project assessed current NOAA Fisheries driven
Hawaiian monk seal outreach and education programs and a few non-NOAA
Fisheries driven programs. As a result, some Hawaiian monk seal programs that
may reach the visitor community may not have been accounted for.
Limitation #2 The researcher was unable to gather enough visitor industry staff
for a focus group and instead conducted interviews with two lodging operators,
one commercial operator, and three visitor bureau staff members. Although the
interviews did provide good information, a focus group would have generated
more discussion and ideas.
4

Definitions
Education: The process by which individuals develop their knowledge, values
and skills. Education encompasses both teaching and learning. (National Oceanic
Atmospheric Administration, p. 37)
Endangered Species Act (ESA): Signed into law on December 28, 1973, this act
provides for the conservation of species that are endangered or threatened
throughout all or a significant portion of their range, and the conservation of the
ecosystems on which they depend. (NOAA Fisheries, 2014)
Environmental Education: A learning process that increases peoples’ knowledge
and awareness about the environment and associated challenges, develops the
necessary skills and expertise to address the challenges, and fosters attitudes,
motivations, and commitments to make informed decisions and take responsible
action. (UNESCO, 1977)
Informal Education: Learning outside the established formal system that meets
clearly defined objectives through organized education activities. (National
Oceanic Atmospheric Administration, p. 37)
Marine Mammal Response Network (MMRN): A network that is part of the
larger NOAA Fisheries Marine Mammal Health and Stranding Response Program
(MMHSRP). The primary job of the MMRN volunteers is to respond to marine
mammal strandings. The Pacific Island Region MMRN has several additional
goals including responding to monk seal haul-outs, seal birthing events (pup
rearing monitoring, emergency stranding response); and providing outreach and
5

education about the Hawaiian monk seal to various audiences and user groups.
(NOAA Fisheries, Pacific Islands Regional Office)
Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA): Enacted on October 21, 1972, this act
protects all marine mammals. The MMPA prohibits, with certain exceptions, the
"take" of marine mammals in U.S. waters and by U.S. citizens on the high seas,
and the importation of marine mammals and marine mammal products into the
U.S. “Take” is defined as to "harass, hunt, capture, kill or collect, or attempt to
harass, hunt, capture, kill or collect.” (NOAA Fisheries, 2013)
National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Fisheries Service, Pacific
Islands Regional Office (PIRO): The NOAA Fisheries line offices that manages
programs that support both domestic and international conservation and
management of living marine resources within the Pacific. The Pacific Islands
Region is comprised of American Samoa, Guam, Hawai`i, the Northern Mariana
Islands, and other U.S. Pacific islands. (NOAA Fisheries, Pacific Islands Regional
Office)
Environmental Education: Education about the environment that takes place at
settings such as parks, zoos, nature centers, community centers, youth camps, etc.,
rather than in a classroom or school. Any organized educational activity about the
environment that takes place outside the formal education system. (The term is
frequently used interchangeably with informal environmental education.) (North
American Association of Environmental Education, 2009, p. 36)
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Outreach: Opportunities designed to build awareness, develop relationships, and
inspire action (e.g. pursuit of further learning opportunities, behavioral change).
Outreach involves information exchange between provider and target audience.
Frequently designed to reach diverse audiences, but can be personal and
interactive, designed to identify and appeal to an individual’s personal interest or
motivation for information. (National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration, p.
37)
Visitor Community: The group of people who are not residents of Hawai‘i but
are in Hawai‘i temporarily for vacation, business, or other reasons.
Abbreviations
EE: Environmental Education
ESA: Endangered Species Act
HMS: Hawaiian Monk Seal
MHI: Main Hawaiian Islands
MMPA: Marine Mammal Protection Act
MMRN: Marine Mammal Response Network
MSF: Monk Seal Foundation
NOAA: National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration
PIRO: Pacific Islands Regional Office
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This chapter reviews literature written by a number of professionals in the fields
of Hawaiian monk seal science and management, nonformal environmental education,
interpretation, visitor communication, and education project development. The review
provides supporting evidence in the two main areas of focus for this project: 1) An
assessment of need for Hawaiian monk seal education project development targeted at the
Hawai`i visitor audience, and 2) Recommendations to NOAA Fisheries, Pacific Islands
Regional Office (PIRO) for Hawaiian monk seal-focused visitor education project
development.

1) Assessment of need for Hawaiian monk seal education project development targeted
at the Hawai`i visitor audience
The endangered Hawaiian monk seal lives solely in the waters and on beaches of
the Hawaiian archipelago which extends from Kure atoll to Ni‘ihau. For many years, the
bulk of the population remained primarily in the undeveloped Northwestern Hawaiian
Islands (NWHI) portion of the island chain, however, since the early 1990’s, the
Hawaiian monk seal population in the developed main Hawaiian Islands (MHI) has
begun to naturally rebound which is promising for the recovery of the Hawaiian monk
seal population as a whole (National Marine Fisheries Service, 2007). The human
population of the Hawaiian Islands, however, is also increasing. The visitor population
alone reached over seven million individuals in 2011 (Nahoopii D. , Chun, Liu, &
Miyasato, 2011) and is projected to continue to increase by 0.8% per year through 2040
9

(Department of Business, Economic Development and Tourism, 2012). More humans
and seals using the same beaches and waters around Hawai‘i means more chances for
human-seal encounters and interactions. Scientists consider human-seal interactions as a
top threat to the recovery of the Hawaiian monk seal (National Marine Fisheries Service,
2007). Enforcement of the federal and state laws protecting Hawaiian monk seals is an
important part of limiting human-seal interactions, however, the public must first be
aware of the laws and understand how they can safely use the same resources as the seals
without causing further decline to the population. The following is a summary of
research that suggests that there is a need to further develop NOAA Fisheries education
and outreach programming for this target audience.
The Hawaiian monk seal is the only seal species found in Hawai`i, is native to
Hawaiian waters, and the most endangered pinniped species in the U.S. (National Marine
Fisheries Service, 2007, p. vi). The Hawaiian monk seal is also one of the most ancient
seal species in the world. Their anatomical features resemble those of monk seal fossils
from 14-16 million years old (National Marine Fisheries Service, 2007, pp. 1-i).
Unfortunately this rare marine species is on the decline and headed for extinction if
“urgent action is not taken” (National Marine Fisheries Service, 2007, p. v).
Hawaiian monk seals were listed as “endangered” under the Endangered Species
Act (ESA) in 1976 and remain listed as endangered today (National Marine Fisheries
Service, 2007, p. vi). According to the most recent U.S. Pacific Marine Mammal Stock
Assessments (2013) report scientists estimate the maximum Hawaiian monk seal
population at 1,209 throughout their entire range, citing a 3.4% decline in the population
(NOAA Fisheries, 2013). A healthy population should be well above 3,000 individuals
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across its range, from Kure atoll to Hawai`i Island (National Marine Fisheries Service,
2007, p. vii)). Despite these grim numbers, the Hawaiian monk seal is faring better than
their Mediterranean cousins whose current population is estimated to be fewer than 600
(Monachus Guardian, 2006-2011) and has out-survived the Caribbean monk seal which
was deemed extinct in 2008 (NOAA Fisheries, 2012). Scientists view the Hawaiian
monk seal as the best hope for the survival of the ancient monk seal species which is
considered “a unique evolutionary branch important for the understanding of seals”
(National Marine Fisheries Service, 2007, pp. I-1).
The National Marine Fisheries Service (NOAA Fisheries), under the Department
of Commerce, is the federal government agency mandated to protect, conserve and
recover the Hawaiian monk seal population. NOAA Fisheries published a Recovery Plan
for the Hawaiian Monk Seal in 1983 and a revision to the plan in 2007. The 2007 plan
cites “human interaction” as a “serious threat” in its “Threat Assessment Summary”
(National Marine Fisheries Service, 2007, pp. I-33) remarking on the particular
vulnerability of the mother seals and their pups (National Marine Fisheries Service, 2007,
p. 29). Human disturbances of monk seals can lead to a “take” of an animal, which is
illegal under the ESA and Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA). Defined under the
ESA “take” is “to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill trap, capture, or collect,
or to attempt to engage in any such conduct.” “Take” defined in the MMPA includes “to
harass, hunt capture, kill or collect or attempt to harass, hunt, capture, kill or collect”
(National Marine Fisheries Service, 2007, pp. IV-14).
According to the recovery plan one of the four key actions needed to reverse the
seal’s downward population trend into one of recovery is to “ensure the continued natural
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growth of the Hawaiian monk seal in the MHI by reducing threats including interactions
with recreational fisheries, disturbance of mother-pup pairs, disturbance of hauled out
seals” (p. vii). The “2009-2010 Hawaiian Monk Seal Recovery Program Update and
Accomplishments Report” (2011) states that since the publishing of the 2007 revision of
the Hawaiian monk seal Recovery Plan, human-seal interactions, specifically “intentional
feeding and / or other direct interaction, such as swimming with juvenile seals,” (p. 7) has
increased and become a serious concern for the MHI population. According to Jenkinson
(2011), “a typical scenario involves a pup weaning in a location devoid of conspecifics
and subsequently socializing with humans. As the weaned seal grows and behaviors
become more pronounced, the seal becomes a human safety risk or incurs injuries as a
result of interacting with people” (p. 2). The report also cites three seals that had to be
relocated to remote locations after socializing with and becoming “conditioned” to
humans (p. 7). The Recovery Plan for the Hawaiian Monk Seal (2007) suggests that
increasing outreach and education is crucial and key to fostering a “culture of coexistence between humans and seals in the MHI” (pp. vii, 30) especially while the
“densities are low and before conflicts emerge at a large scale” (p. 31). The plan
emphasizes that any outreach program should focus on both residents and visitors to
ensure “the greatest possibility for peaceful coexistence between seals and the people” (p.
I-70).
SRGII’s “Strategies for Education and Outreach Regarding the Hawaiian Monk
Seal - Final Report” (2011) outlines recommendations to NOAA Fisheries on how to
increase and modify their outreach and education about Hawaiian monk seals. “Survey
results indicate that continued education and outreach efforts are necessary to convey
12

current knowledge as well as to make people aware of threats to monk seals and ways to
minimize these threats” (Sustainable Resources Group Intn'l, Inc., 2011, p. 2). The
SRGII survey results revealed that many key messages important to monk seal
conservation have not reached a large proportion of target audiences and, although many
respondents claimed to have a large amount of general knowledge about Hawaiian monk
seals, their knowledge is inaccurate (Sustainable Resources Group Intn'l, Inc., 2011, pp.
8-9). Information from tourists was collected through in-person surveys at beaches
popular with visitors, and SRGII reached commercial tour operators and hotels through
mail-in surveys and postcards. Although only 8% of the 816 in-person survey
respondents were tourists, they were able to gather additional information about tourist
knowledge and behaviors regarding Hawaiian monk seals from commercial tour and
lodging operator mail-in surveys. SRGII theorizes that the qualifying question “Do you
know what a monk seal is” was a factor in limiting visitor respondents.
Responses from the commercial tour and lodging operators provided “insight as
to the type of information about monk seals being conveyed to tourists, how tourists react
in the presence of monk seals, and the willingness of tour and lodging operators to pass
along educational information to clients” (Sustainable Resources Group Intn'l, Inc., 2011,
p. 17). For example, the commercial operator respondents (n=26) reported that 98% of
their guests had seen Hawaiian monk seals in the wild. When asked if they discuss monk
seals with their clients, however, 56% responded that they only do if the client asks or if
they see monk seals, 21% do discuss monk seals with their clients, 10% rarely discuss
monk seals with clients and 15% never discuss monk seals with their clients (n=52)
(Sustainable Resources Group Intn'l, Inc., 2011, p. 32).
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The SRGII survey (2011) revealed that there is a need to increase outreach and
education about the Hawaiian monk seal with the visitor audience and industry in
Hawai`i, however the SRGII report supported NOAA Fisheries’ decision to focus the
majority of their limited resources on the resident population “ensuring that they are
educated before investing significantly in more transient populations” (p. 15). SRGII
(2011) recommended that NOAA Fisheries instead consider working with commercial
operators that deal with the visitor target audience: “Due to the transient nature of tourists
and limited resources for monk seal education and outreach, working with commercial
tour and lodging operators is an effective way to reach a large number of tourists that
may come in contact with monk seals to reach the largest audience” (p. 21). Survey
results indicated that a majority of the commercial operator respondents would be willing
to undergo educational trainings/workshops related to Hawaiian monk seal conservation
and what they can do to help, as well as display and offer materials to their guests as long
as they were free of charge. SRGII (2011) also warned that any increased efforts for
Hawaiian monk seal outreach and education with visitors must be balanced with the
potential increase in demand to see these endangered animals and the effects of increased
viewing of the Hawaiian monk seal on the animals and their recovery (p. 18).
The Marine Mammal Response Network (MMRN) is a network of staff and
volunteers that respond to beached dolphins and whales, as well as monk seals that are
hauled out of the water to rest, molt or raise their young. Although the MMRN’s primary
responsibility is to respond to a seal or cetacean, the network members also play a large
role in educating the public while out in the field with the animals. Each island has at
least one MMRN coordinator that works directly with NOAA Fisheries on these events.
14

Since many visitors come to Hawai`i to spend time on the beach (Nahoopii D. , Chun,
Liu, & Miyasato, 2011) these staff and volunteers also interface with a lot of visitors and
commercial lodging and tour operators. Although there has been some progress on each
island to get information across to the visitor population, these coordinators admit that
more needs to be done. For example, on the island of O`ahu, the non-profit group, Monk
Seal Foundation (MSF), formerly the Hawaiian Monk Seal Response Team O`ahu
(HMSRTO), has worked successfully with commercial tour and lodging operators in
Waikīkī, on the North Shore, and in the town of Kailua (D. Jones, personal
communication, April 4, 2012). However, in January of 2013, Dana Jones, the O`ahu
Volunteer Coordinator for MSF, expressed special concern for the Ko`Olina resort area
on the leeward side of O`ahu called where there is a marked lack of understanding from
the visitors and well as the hotel personnel and vendors on the resort grounds about
responsible viewing of Hawaiian monk seals: “tourists are told the animals are there, but
not told to keep a safe distance and that close up picture opportunities are not an option,
with your keiki (children) or otherwise. Not only does this cause stress to the animal and
the volunteers, but can become a serious safety issue if visitors will not obey the law or
instructions from trained personnel” (D. Jones, personal communication, January 6,
2013). The NOAA Fisheries response network coordinator agreed that the situation at
this location in particular is very concerning: “tourists have no regard for the volunteers
or the animals. Even with signs and rope they will routinely walk within a couple of feet
of the animal to take photos or even lay next to them” (D. Look, personal
communication, January 7, 2013).
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Despite these recommendations from various sources that NOAA Fisheries
increase its educational programming about the Hawaiian monk seal to the visitor
audience, such programming must also be a part of the mission of the agency. The
Pacific Islands Regional Office (PIRO) of NOAA Fisheries, the line office mandated to
recover the Hawaiian monk seal, has no specific mandate for education and outreach.
However, the NOAA Fisheries mission, as well as educational mandates of its parent
agency, NOAA, and elements of the NOAA Education strategic plan, all suggests that
both formal and nonformal public education for a variety of target audiences does in fact
have a role at PIRO.
The mission of NOAA Fisheries is the “stewardship of living marine resources
through science-based conservation and management, and the protection and recovery of
healthy ecosystems” (National Marine Fisheries Service, 2005, p. 3). Since the public
encounters and uses the same resources as protected marine wildlife, the stewardship
mission must involve the public. This is reflected in one of the outcomes listed the
“NOAA Fisheries Strategic Plan” (2005): “a well-informed public that acts as a steward
of coastal and marine ecosystems” (p. 4). Adding more evidence pointing at PIRO’s roll
in outreach and education for the Hawaiian monk seals the “NOAA Fisheries Strategic
Plan” (2005) which states that the Protected Species Program, under which the Hawaiian
monk seal science and management falls, “protects and recovers species through
planning, regulation, partnerships, direct action, and outreach and education both
domestically and internationally” (p. 8). The plan cites many strategies to addresses the
highest priories of the Protected Species Program, the recovery of ESA listed species and
depleted marine mammal populations, including improving education efforts (p. 8).
16

Although NOAA Fisheries does not have an official mandate for education, in
2007 Congress passed the Competes Act which gives its parent agency, NOAA, a broadbased mandate to “educate the public about ocean, coastal, Great Lakes, and atmospheric
science and stewardship” (National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration, p. 2). Two
years later, NOAA Education followed up with a strategic plan for 2009-29 which cites
the need for an environmentally literate public to help the agency manage shared
resources through personal stewardship. The “NOAA Education Strategic Plan” (2009)
defines an “environmentally literate” member of the public as “someone who has a
fundamental understanding of the systems of the natural world, the relationships and
interactions between the living and non-living environment and has the ability to
understand and utilize scientific evidence to make informed decisions regarding
environmental issues” (p. 9). Offering more support for further development of Hawaiian
monk seal outreach and education to the visitor community, this plan also mentions the
critical role of informal education in developing environmentally literate citizens and that
“more must be done to equip informal education programs and products with
contemporary instructional resources and interdisciplinary methods” (p. 12)
The “2009-2029 NOAA Education Strategic Plan” (2009) not only calls for more
science and stewardship education, but also the use of project evaluation: “Support and
use research-based practices when developing and implementing education programs and
products” (p. 15). Frye and Hemmer (2012) define program evaluation as “a systematic
collection and analysis of information related to the design, implementation and
outcomes of a program for the purpose of monitoring and improving the quality of the
program” (p. 289). According to the Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies’
17

“Stewardship education best practices planning guide” (2012), a “needs assessment” is
the first step in effective program planning and should include “the needs of the agency,
community and participants” (p. 4). NOAA’s Designing education projects: A
comprehensive approach to needs assessment, project planning and implementation, and
evaluation (2009) suggests that “by conducting a needs assessment, education
coordinators can focus their energies efficiently and develop an effective project “(p. 7).
The “Nonformal environmental education programs: Guidelines for excellence”
developed by the National Association for Environmental Education (NAAEE) (2009)
also lists the needs assessment as the first step in their recommended “Flow of Program
Development” (p. 3). As current data from the afore mentioned resources in this
literature review suggest that more education about the Hawaiian monk seal is needed
within the visitor community, and the “2009-2029 NOAA Education Strategic Plan” is
promoting programs to be developed using research-based practices, conducting a needs
assessment is the logical first step in developing any future Hawaiian monk seal
educational programs for the visitor target audience.
The needs assessment methodology used in this project is based on: 1) “Targeting
Outcomes of Programs (TOP) Model” developed by Claude Bennett (1975) and used in
the Designing education projects: A comprehensive approach to needs assessment,
project planning and implementation, and evaluation (2009) and training, and 2)
“Nonformal environmental education programs: Guidelines for excellence” (2009) “Flow
of Program Development.” Unlike other program development models, such as the logic
model, the TOP model connects program development directly with the evaluation of
outcomes and impacts (Safrit & Merrill, 1998, p. 6). Frye and Hemmer (2012) suggest
18

that where a logic model may over simplify “the nonlinear complexities of most
educational contexts” (p. 294) the TOP model recognizes the many variables involved in
planning, developing, implementing and revising educational programs. Harder (2009)
found that the TOP model “encourages program planners to consider the outcomes they
intend to achieve during each step of the planning process, this the program planning and
program performance sides of the model are mirror images of each other” (p. 1) Since
the intended educational programs will be forms of nonformal environmental education,
it is also important to compliment the TOP model methods with the “Nonformal
environmental education programs: Guidelines for excellence” (2009), “Flow program
Development.” Using the information gained through this needs assessment, the
education coordinators involved with developing and implementing recommended
programs may continue to use the TOP model and “Nonformal environmental education
programs: Guidelines for excellence” to guide their process.
Designing education projects: A comprehensive approach to needs assessment,
project planning and implementation, and evaluation (2009) suggests that “Data
collection for a needs assessment occurs at the upper three levels of the TOP program
development staircase” (p. 15) specifically comparing the desired social, economic and
environmental (SEE) conditions; practices and behaviors; and knowledge, attitudes, skills
and aspirations (KASA) with the present conditions (p. 15). The desire for having a more
environmentally literate visitor public able to make good choices around Hawaiian monk
seals and assist with stewardship of this endangered species is documented in this
literature review. The researcher developed recommendations for future NOAA
Fisheries educational programming through close review of the existing sources
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mentioned in this literature review and collecting and analyzing new data from
stakeholders.
Keeping in line with NOAA’s strategy to use research-based methods with project
development, recommendations for future education projects should not only take in
consideration analysis of the needs assessment, but also the ability of the agency to take
on projects and its available resources, the willingness of the target audiences to
cooperate, and an inventory of current programs and resources related to the issue. The
Designing education projects: A comprehensive approach to needs assessment, project
planning and implementation, and evaluation (2009) calls this an “opportunity”
assessment”: “The opportunity assessment gauges the probability that an agency can
ameliorate the issues identified at the SEE, practices and KASA levels (p. 16).
“Nonformal environmental education programs: Guidelines for excellence” (2009)
includes these steps in both Key Characteristic #1: Needs Assessment, and Key
Characteristic #2: Organizational Needs and Capacities (p. 7-10).

2) Recommendations to NOAA Fisheries for next steps in Hawaiian monk seal-focused
visitor education project development
To develop educational program recommendations for NOAA Fisheries one must
consider current research on effective education for the visitor target audience. Research
on ecotourism, wildlife encounters, “free-learning,” as well as behavior change theories
offer important information to consider when planning educational programs for the
visitor audience. Tourists have special learning styles and motivational factors that need
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to be considered if the goal of an educational program for this target audience is to not
only create awareness about Hawaiian monk seals, but also encourage stewardship
actions.
According to Grossberg, Treves, and Naughten-Treves (2003) visitors to a natural
area are often “incidental” eco-tourists or “tourists with multiple interests who encounter
wildlife or fragile ecosystems inadvertently” (p. 40). Their study in Belize observed the
characteristics of tourists and their impacts on endangered howler monkeys while on a
tour of an archeological site. The observations revealed that the visitors were not
adequately educated about the fragile ecosystem and the endangered monkeys even
though they encountered them while at the archeological site. Even though the visitors
were not at the site to learn about ecology and conservation, the authors recommended
that the tours should offer conservation messages and recommended improvement of the
guide trainings to include information about the howler monkeys, their habitat, and
viewing codes of conduct (Grossberg, Treves, & Naughton-Treves, 2003, pp. 49-50).
According to the Hawai`i Tourism Authority (HTA) “2011 Visitor Satisfaction and
Activity Report” (2011), most visitors from the U.S., Japan, Canada, Europe and Oceana
who participated in recreational activities while in Hawai`i mainly participated in
“swimming/sunbathing/beach activities” (p. 131). The Hawaiian monk seal spends a
quarter of its life on land, resting, molting or rearing young on Hawai`i’s beaches. In a
similar fashion to the visitors enjoying an archeological site in Belize unknowingly
encountering endangered animals and their habitat, the many tourists visiting Hawai`i’s
beaches to relax and recreate, also have the potential to encounter Hawaiian monk seals
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unknowingly. These “incidental ecotourists” need information about the appropriate
code of conduct for observing Hawaiian monk seals.
According to Ballantyne and Packer (2011) all tourists are “free choice” learners
(p. 202). They define “free choice” learning as the type of learning that “typically occurs
within non formal settings – driven by the needs and interests of the learner rather than by
an external authority” (Ballantyne & Packer, 2011, p. 283). Ballantyne and Packer
(2005) cite Falk and Dierking’s (2000) contextual model of learning as being “widely
accepted as a theoretical construct for understanding and investigation free-choice
learning” (p. 283). This model postulates that learning is “constructed over time” and
recognizes that free-choice learners “have a range of prior experiences and motivations
for learning that influence the way they experience the learning environment”
(Ballantyne & Packer, 2005, p. 283). Since each tourist will have different motivations
and interests, as well as previous experiences and knowledge, according to Ballantyne
and Packer (2005) a successful educational program for tourists will have a “variety of
strategies that address the learners’ knowledge, attitudes, values and behavior
orientations” (p. 287) and “messages that that connect with a diverse range of pre-visit
interests, knowledge, experience and beliefs” (Ballantyne & Packer, 2011, p. 206).
Those developing educational programming for free-learners should also remember that
“one expectation strongly influencing predisposition to learning is that of entertainment”
(Heimlich & Horr, 2010, p. 62). According to Ballantyne, Packer, Hughes and Dierking
(2007), visitors to free-choice learning environments like zoos and aquariums or wildlife
experiences, “consider learning and discovery to be an integral part of the ‘entertainment’
provided in such settings” (p. 378).
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One of the strategies to reach a free-choice learner should be appealing to their
emotions. According to Ballantyne, Packer, Hughes and Dierking (2007), “There is a
growing body of research in the environmental education literature which suggests that
emotions…influence conservation learning” (p. 374). Ballantyne and Packer (2005)
suggest that “free-choice learning contexts are well-placed to influence environmental
attitudes and behavior using appeals to the emotions” (p. 289). Heimlich and Horr (2010)
also point out that “learning in environmental settings appears to be more authentically
successful when approached from “affect-driven, content-rich programming, rather than
content driven, assumed affect efforts” (p. 63). They suggest that when the focus of the
learning is on the “awe” and the educational program allows a visitor to discover
information about the resources, “the visitor is more likely to remember the conceptual
and factoidal information presented” (p. 63). This is particularly true for those visitor
experiences that involve wildlife. According to Ballantyne, Packer, Hughes and Dierking
(2007), “humans generally respond emotionally to viewing and/or interacting with
animals” (p. 374). A marine wildlife tour study by Heather Zeppel (2008) revealed that
“the emotional and aesthetic aspects of encountering wildlife play a key role in fostering
visitor empathy and affinity for nature” (p. 5). She explains that “tourism experiences
that increase both environmental awareness (new information about the wildlife) and
positive feelings (excitement of seeing the wildlife) are likely to generate environmental
actions resulting in conservation benefits for marine wildlife and the natural
environment” (p. 12). Ballantyne, Packer and Sutherland (2011) would argue that to
incur the greatest benefit from a wildlife experience, visitors need more than the
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experience and information, they need “to be encouraged to think deeply about what they
have seen and heard to make a personal response” (p. 777).
A key challenge with developing educational programming geared to the freechoice learner visitor audience about the Hawaiian monk seal will be creating a program
that leads to the audience making good behavioral decisions around the seals.
Traditional environmental education thinking assumes that increased knowledge about
the environment will lead to a change of awareness and attitude, which will then lead to
behavior change. Hungerford and Volk (2001) and numerous research projects focused
on environmental behavior, however, have revealed that this linear model is not accurate
(p. 290). In his paper, “Conservation means behavior” Schultz (2011) states that
“behavioral and social scientists argue that motivation is the driving force behind
behavior change…although there are instances in which individuals are motivated but
lack sufficient (or accurate) information about what behavior to change or how to change,
generally information or education alone will not induce a change in behavior” (p. 2080).
Chachelin, Paisley and Blanchard (2009) argue that behavior change is more about how
people feel than what people know: “although there is a correlation between
environmental knowledge and pro-environmental behavior (PEB), researchers are
beginning to understand that how people feel about the environment is perhaps more
significant than their knowledge about the environment in affecting PEB” (p. 3).
There are many variables, both major and minor, that determine whether or not
someone will decide to take responsible environmental action. In their seminal work,
“Changing learner behavior through environmental education,” (2001) Hungerford and
Volk review the Hines model of responsible environmental behavior (REB) and other
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environmental behavior models and research and summarize the information into the
three categories of variables that lead to environmental behavior: entry level variables,
ownership variables, and empowerment variables (p. 292). Entry level variable examples
include the major variable of “environmental sensitivity” or an “empathetic perspective
toward the environment” (p. 293); and the minor variable, “knowledge of ecology” (p.
293). Studies have shown that “environmental sensitivity” is “a function of an
individual’s contact with the outdoors in relatively pristine environments either alone or
with close personal friends or relatives” and “took place over long periods of time” (p.
296). Hungerford and Volk (2001) clarify that although knowledge of ecology is “almost
always prerequisite to sound decisions regarding solutions to issues” research indicates
that “knowledge of ecology does not, in itself, produce environmental behavior” (p. 293).
“Ownership variables” include the major variables of “personal investment in issues and
the environment” and “in-depth knowledge about issues” (p. 292). Finally, Hungerford
and Volk (2001) identify knowledge of and skill in environmental action as well as
“locus of control” as variables that lead to empowerment (p. 292). ‘Locus of control’
refers to the belief that an action will be rewarded with reinforcement; if one does
something, the action will make a difference (p. 294).
Where Hungerford and Volk’s research and recommendations are focused on
longer term actions and environmental education leading to environmental citizenship
and responsible environmental behavior, Ballantyne, Packer, Hughes and Dierking
(2007) argue that the answer to impacting the behavior of a free-learner audience in a
nonformal educational situation, is persuasive communication: “visitors must be
convinced that adopting conservation behavior will halt or reverse environmental
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damage. Interpretation needs to be persuasive enough to bring about voluntary behavior
change” (p. 376). They cite research by Ham and Krumpe (1996) that suggests
“designing interpretation that targets relevant behavioral, normative and control beliefs”
(p. 376). According to Ajzen‘s “Theory of planned behavior” (2006) human behavior is
guided by these three type of beliefs: behavioral, normative, and control beliefs (p. 1).
Behavioral beliefs are “beliefs about the likely outcome of the behavior and the
evaluations of these outcomes.” Normative beliefs are “beliefs about the normative
expectations of others and motivations to comply with these expectations.” Control
beliefs are “beliefs about the presence of factors that may facilitate or impede
performance of the behavior and the perceived power of the factors” (p. 1). Ballantyne,
Packer, Hughes and Dierking (2007) offer the following example to describe Ajzen’s
theory: “In order to alert visitors to the threats domestic animals pose to wildlife,
interpretation could include information about how domestic animals harass and
sometimes kill wildlife (behavioral beliefs); how society values preserving wildlife in the
wild (normative beliefs); and how to prevent domestic animals attacking local wildlife
(control beliefs)” (p. 376).
Orams (1994) points to the cognitive dissonance theory as being particularly
relevant to wildlife tourism and behavior change when coupled with emotional response
of visitors to wildlife. Tourists will have many questions when they encounter wildlife
they are unfamiliar with, and will seek to resolve that dissonance through learning. He
asserts that a tourist will also have an emotional response to the animal, “particularly
certain types of wildlife such as marine mammals” (p. 32). He summarizes that, “the use
of emotional responses (the affective domain) and cognitive dissonance, may be ‘short
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cuts’ which are able to be used to counter the problems inherent in educating tourists” (p.
32).
Ballantyne, Packer and Sutherland (2011) argue that a key element needed for
free-learner behavior change is personal reflection after an experience. Their research on
wildlife tourism builds on Kolb’s (1984) experiential learning cycle which suggests that a
learner goes through four stages in the experiential learning cycle. A “concrete
experience” first offers the opportunity for “reflective observation.” Reflecting allows a
learner to gain personal meaning from an experience. This stage is then followed by
“abstract conceptualization” where the learner thinks and develops new concepts.
Finally, the personal, thought-provoking experience will lead to the learner to the final
stage of “active experimentation” where they will adopt new behaviors. It is a cycle of
“experiencing, reflecting, thinking and acting” (p.777). Ballantyne, Packer and
Sutherland (2011) suggest that visitors are likely to make long-term changes to behavior
if wildlife tourism managers and interpreters offering wildlife experience for visitors
include time for “reflective observation” in addition to connecting visitors emotionally
with the wildlife and offering ideas for manageable conservation actions they can
undertake (p.777).
Zoos and aquariums can also offer lessons on how to implement educational
programs leading to action for a free-learner audience focused on wildlife. Many zoos
have implemented successful programs to influence free-learner behaviors while at their
sites to benefit wild animals and, according to Smith, Curtis and van Dijk (2010) these
programs “have applicability in any free-choice learning context in which individuals are
encouraged to undertake pro-environmental behavior” (p. 354). In their study conducted
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at Australia’s Melbourne Zoo, 114 visitors answered a questionnaire with open-ended
questions about their thoughts on “the types and attributes of appropriate behavior they
felt the zoo should target” (p. 345). Some visitors reported that they feel empowered
when they are given action items to do (p. 346). However, other comments indicated that
it is important that these requested behaviors are “1) onsite actions; 2) easy to do; 3) new
or based on new understanding; and 4) high in response efficacy” (p. 353). The authors
define “response efficacy” as “an individual’s perception of how effective a threatalleviating behavior is at addressing a threat” (p. 348). Thirty-eight respondents
highlighted the importance of making a clear connection between their requested action
and how it would benefit wildlife (p. 348).
Any educational program for Hawaiian monk seal stewardship will need to
encourage learners to commit to responsible environmental behavior even after they have
left the site where they learned about, or first encountered, a Hawaiian monk seal.
According to Ballantyne and Packer (2011) research on conservation education and
actions with free-choice learners suggest that “initial conservation actions decline over
time without reinforcement” (p. 208). Hughes, Packer and Ballantyne (2011) suggest
that “education can help manage behaviors on-site, but not necessarily outside the site”
(p. 310). They also argue that “post-visit action resources” are a solution to this issue
and that “individuals need the understanding of the issue and actions required before they
engage in conservation behaviors (p. 324). Such post-visit action resources should be
“behavior oriented” (Ballantyne & Packer, 2011, p. 210) and “reiterate the sites
conservation messages, remind visitors about the importance of each person taking action
and provide specific strategies and suggestions that can be incorporated in to everyday
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routines” (Hughes, Packer, & Ballantyne, 2011, p. 326). Examples of post-visit action
resources include printed or web-based materials given to visitors when they leave a site
and “information delivered to visitors through social media like Internet forums, weblogs,
podcasts, email and instant messaging” (Ballantyne & Packer, 2011, p. 210). According
to Ballantyne and Packer (2011) “a range of different types and levels of action response
should be suggested, in order to cater for different interests and levels of commitment and
provide the opportunity for choice” (p. 210).
The Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies (AFWA) put forth a “Stewardship
education best practices planning guide” (2008). This guide does an excellent job of
summarizing many of the recommendations for effective free-learner education and
outreach programs suggested by researchers previously mentioned in this literature
review. This guide may be valuable when developing educational programming for
visitors to Hawai`i to encourage responsible viewing and stewardship of Hawaiian monk
seals. AFWA (2008) define “natural resource stewardship” as “informed, responsible
action/behavior on behalf of the environment and future generations” (p. 7). Following
the Hungerford and Volk’s environmental behavior model, the AFWA (2008) offer
examples of types of program activities that help a learner progress from “entry-level to
ownership to empowerment to environmentally responsible, stewardship behavior” (p.
11). Entry level program activities “expose learners to new themes, concepts, and
activities in a positive way…giving the participants a ‘gee-whiz’ experience that engages
them and makes them want more.” Example activities include “exhibits/demonstrations
at fairs, TV shows, park visits and exhibits, and school presentations” (p. 12). Ownership
level activities would offer these learners more knowledge and skills. Example activities
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relevant to the AFWA include “hunter education, boater education, fishing clinics, and
some Project WILD activities” (p. 12). Finally, “as knowledge and skills are obtained
and as a participant gains more ownership in a topic or activity, he or she hopefully will
be empowered to give service – to be a steward of natural resources” (p. 12). Example
activities at this level include “volunteer and friends groups; hunter and boater education
instructors; master naturalists; student internships; and Project WILD facilitators” (p. 12).
Sustaining these service behaviors over time the learners become stewards.
NOAA Fisheries will not be able to succeed in creating effective educational
programming to encourage stewardship of the Hawaiian monk seal with a transient
visitor population numbering in the millions each year on their own. The AFWA
“Stewardship education best practices planning guide” (2008) suggests that while
planning an educational program, one should “consider how you might provide
opportunities to reach a given target audience in multiple ways as well as over a span of
time” and that the only way to accomplish this would be through partnerships (p. 25).
The NOAA Education Strategic Plan (2009) also points out how partnerships are central
to the agency’s role in strengthening “ocean and atmospheric science education” (p. 7).
The plan lists the following as education partners: “museums and aquariums,
nongovernment organizations, educational businesses, professional societies, educational
associations, state, local and tribal government, state and local school systems, academia
and other education practitioners” (p. 7). The National Research Council’s review of
NOAA’s Educational Strategic Plan reiterates the necessity of partnerships to NOAA in
achieving its educational goals due to limited NOAA education resources and the global
nature of NOAA’s mission, suggesting partnerships with “local and state education
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infrastructure, academic institutions, government agencies, business and industry, and
private-sector and nonprofit organizations” (National Research Council, 2010, pp. 3-4).
The SRGII “Strategies for Education and Outreach Regarding the Hawaiian Monk
Seal – Final Report” (2011) recommends that to educate the visitor audience about the
Hawaiian monk seal, NOAA should create partnerships with and educate tour operators
and hotel concierges as they will be able to reach a lot of visitors, highlighting the Kaua`i
Monk Seal Watch program on the island of Kaua`i as one that could be duplicated in
other locations (p. 18). According to the SRGII survey results, 65% of the commercial
operator participants “indicated they would be willing to participate in a training or
educational workshop for commercial tour operators regarding Hawaiian monk seal
conservation and things they can do” (Sustainable Resources Group Intn'l, Inc., 2011, p.
21). In Florida, the US Fish and Wildlife Service rely on the tourism operators in
manatee viewing areas “to act as de facto managers in the setting” (Sorice, Shafer, &
Ditton, 2006, p. 79) and that “in most cases, a visitor’s only education is via interaction
with a tour operator” (p. 77). Beyond the benefits of partnerships allowing the
government to share the resource burden for educating visitors, research also points to the
general importance of tour guides in effective communication of conservation messages.
In their paper on ecotourism and conservation with a focus on whale watching tour boats
in Australia, Peake, Innes and Dyer (2009) suggest that, although not the only factor
influencing effective conservation messages, “The role and effort of tour guides form an
important part of the interlocking dynamics of conservation communication and value
transmission. In short, they make a difference” (p. 122). They note that “guidesuggested conservation action was important” to effective comprehension of messages
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among the over 1500 tourists they surveyed (p. 107) and that “the strategic role of tour
guides should not be underestimated by tour operators or relevant government agencies”
(p. 123).
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
Overview
The purpose of this project was to conduct a needs assessment of NOAA
Fisheries Hawaiian monk seal education programming for the visitor community to
reveal any gaps in programming and offer recommendations for how NOAA Fisheries
can address those gaps. This project followed methods developed in a “Needs
Assessment Plan” by the author during her graduate coursework at the University of
Wisconsin–Stevens Point for NRES 752: Needs Assessment for Environmental
Education/Interpretation. This course, taught by professors Dr. Janice Easton and Dr.
Lyn Fleming, closely mirrored an online training and in-person workshop based on
NOAA’s Designing education projects: A comprehensive approach to needs assessment,
project planning and implementation, and evaluation (2009) in which the author also
participated. The graduate course and NOAA training were both based on the targeting
outcomes of programs (TOP) model developed by Claude Bennett (1975), and Bennett
and Rockwell’s (2004) “Targeting outcomes of programs (TOP): A hierarchy for
targeting outcomes and evaluating their achievement.”
Two deficiencies and three target audiences relating to the posed research
question were defined through investigation of existing baseline data during the author’s
coursework in NRES 742. The author found that there is a marked lack of knowledge
about the Hawaiian monk seal in the Hawai`i visitor community amongst visitors
themselves and commercial tour and lodging operators. Many visitors are also unaware
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of how to view these seals in a manner that is safe for the seals and the visitor. NOAA
Fisheries staff and volunteers that engage with visitors while monitoring Hawaiian monk
seals in the field also report a lack of understanding about Hawaiian monk seals with the
visitor community and suggest the need for increased education and outreach. This
information is included in greater detail in the “Literature Cited” section of this report.
The following is a summary of methods used by the researcher to gather more
information to address the deficiencies determined by the initial investigation into
Hawaiian monk seal education for the visitor community.
Deficiency: Lack of knowledge about the endangered Hawaiian monk seal and how to
view them in a manner that is safe for the seal and the visitor.
Primary Audience: Visitors to Hawai`i
Visitors to Hawai‘i need to have basic knowledge about the Hawaiian monk seal
and understand how to view the Hawaiian monk seal in a way that is safe for them and
the seals. To understand how other organizations educate the beach-going visitor
audience, the author analyzed established beach or marine related educational programs
that targeted the visitor target audience. The researcher interviewed members from the
following organizations: (O`ahu) Waikīkī Reef Watch, Ocean Safety, Hanauma Bay;
(Maui) Project S.E.A. Link, Coral Reef Alliance; (Kaua`i) Kaua`i Monk Seal Watch, The
Monk Seal Foundation; (Hawai`i island) ReefTeach / Kahalu`u Bay Education Center.
The seven interviews in total were then transcribed and analyzed into themes. The
analysis also included listing the organizations educational programs. The author also
reviewed and analyzed raw data from SRGII’s “Public Perceptions and Attitudes about
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the Hawaiian Monk Seal Survey for Hawai’i” (2011) visitor responses to the survey
questions.
Secondary Audience: Commercial lodging and tour operators
The majority of the visitor lodging and tour operators that responded to SRGII’s
(2011) Hawaiian monk seal survey said that they do not offer information about the
Hawaiian monk seal with their clients. “Strategies for Education and Outreach
Regarding the Hawaiian Monk Seals” (SRGII, 2011), the SRGII recommendations based
on the 2011 survey, suggests that NOAA Fisheries consider working with visitor tour and
lodging operators because they reach a large number of people. According to the SRGII
(2011) survey, 85% of the operator respondents said they would display and offer
materials about the Hawaiian monk seal to their clients as long as they were free of
charge and 65% said they would participate in a training or workshop about the Hawaiian
monk seal (p. 22). Visitor lodging and tour operators should be knowledgeable about the
Hawaiian monk seal, understand responsible and safe Hawaiian monk seal viewing
practices and share this information with their guests.
To expand upon these initial results from the lodging and tour operators, the
author planned to conduct a focus group on the island of O`ahu with visitor lodging and
tour operators. The focus group script was developed using the results from the
Hawaiian monk seal survey results (SRGII, 2011) and intended steer the participants to
share their Hawaiian monk seal outreach and education needs as wells as ideas for
creating better awareness about the Hawaiian monk seal and safe, responsible viewing of
the animals. The researcher was unable to gather enough participants for a focus group
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and instead used the focus group script to interview two lodging operators and one
commercial operator. The researcher decided to include interviews with visitor bureau
staff members to supplement the visitor industry data. The visitor industry interview
questions were adapted from the focus group questions to be more relevant to that
industry. The researcher interviewed key visitor bureau members from the islands of
O`ahu, Kaua`i and Maui. All interview questions may be found in the Appendix.
Deficiency: Staff and volunteers are limited in their abilities to create awareness about
the Hawaiian monk seal and encourage stewardship actions among members of the
visitor population.
Audience: NOAA Fisheries staff and volunteers that engage with visitors while
monitoring Hawaiian monk seals on Hawai`i’s beaches.
NOAA Fisheries staff and volunteers monitoring monk seals must also act as
interpretive naturalists and offer information and encourage stewardship of the seals with
passing visitors. Sometimes monitoring seals and educating visitors at the same time can
be challenging, as indicated by staff and volunteer comments mentioned in the previously
in chapter (D. Look, D. Jones, personal communication, 2013). To better understand this
concern, the author gathered information from key NOAA Fisheries staff and volunteers
through interviews conducted in person or over the phone. The researcher gathered
information from the respondents on specific problems they have with educating visitors
and the locations with high visitor-seal interactions. The questions also offered
respondents an opportunity to share information about any current or past partnerships
with commercial lodging and tour operators and make suggestions for future
partnerships.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS
I.

Analysis of the Hawaiian Monk Seal Public Opinion Survey Raw Data
Visitor Respondents
Using excel spreadsheet tools, the researcher selected the visitor responses from
the SRGII’s (2011) Hawaiian Monk Seal Public Opinion Survey, Survey for Individuals
raw data. Respondents with a zip code keyed as “other” were identified to be the nonresidents, or visitors. It should be mentioned that the survey data did not distinguish firsttime visitors from repeat visitors or part-time residents. These “other” respondents
totaled 8% (30 individuals) of the total respondents (n=373). The authors of the survey
report suggest that this low response number for the visitor population was likely due to
initial “screening of potential respondents with the question, ‘Do you know what a monk
seal is?’ and giving surveys to only those that answered yes” (SRGII, 2011, p. 7).
Although a small sample size, this data offers a “snap shot” of visitor knowledge
about the Hawaiian monk seal, and how visitors may behave in the event that they
encounter one. The researcher also used the visitor survey responses to help develop the
qualitative data collection tools for this project (key informant interview questions, and
commercial tour and the lodging operator focus group script). Summaries of survey
responses that the researcher found relevant to this project are shared below.
General Knowledge and Awareness about the Hawaiian Monk Seal
General knowledge and awareness about the Hawaiian monk seal was low
amongst the respondents. 53% of the respondents had seen a Hawaiian monk seal in the
wild, but 50% of the respondents claimed to have minimal knowledge about the
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Hawaiian monk seal, and 47% claimed to have no knowledge of the Hawaiian monk seal
(n=30). Although 46% of the respondents answered correctly that monk seals are native
to the Hawaiian Islands, the majority of the respondents reported being either unsure or
believed that the monk seal is not native to the Hawaiian Islands (n=30). One third of the
respondents were also unsure whether or not the Hawaiian monk seal population has been
in decline over the last 20 years and only 13% of respondents responded correctly that
the Hawaiian monk seal population has been in significant decline during that time period
(n=30).
Legal Protections of the Hawaiian Monk Seal
Hawaiian monk seals are protected by the Endangered Species Act (ESA), the
Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) and Hawai`i State law. Half of the visitor
respondents were not aware that the Hawaiian monk seal has any legal protections and
30% of the visitor respondents were unfamiliar with the ESA (n=30). Although there are
no legal distance requirements for viewing a Hawaiian monk seal, federal guidelines
recommend staying at least 150 feet away from these animals. The majority of the visitor
respondents agreed with the statement that “Viewing monk seals from 100 feet away is
appropriate” however 38% of the visitor respondents felt that viewing seals from 10 feet
is appropriate and 17% responded that approaching monk seals within 10 feet is
appropriate behavior (n=29). 14% of visitor respondents reported that they thought
touching a Hawaiian monk seals is an appropriate behavior (n=29) and 10% reported that
they would touch a seal if they encountered one on land (n=30). 60% of the visitor
respondents said that they would not swim away from a Hawaiian monk seal if they saw
one in the water (n=30). 10% responded that they would swim close to a seal if they saw
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it in the water and one respondent reported that they would touch a monk seal if they
encountered it in the water(n=30). 10% of the respondents also reported that feeding
monk seals is appropriate behavior (n=29).
Knowledge of What to do When Encountering a Hawaiian Monk Seal
Because Hawaiian monk seals spend one-third of their lifetime out of the water
along Hawai`i’s coastlines, there is a real possibility that some of Hawai`i’s visitors that
flock to the islands’ famous beaches my encounter a Hawaiian monk seal during their
travels. Seal sighting information is important to NOAA Fisheries scientists as it helps
them gain valuable information about seal survival, habitat use and reproduction (NOAA
Fisheries, Pacific Islands Fisheries Science Center). NOAA Fisheries requests that the
public inform them in the event that they see a Hawaiian monk seal by calling the monk
seal hotline or sending an email to the monk seal research program. 57% of the visitor
respondents claimed to have no knowledge of what to do when encountering monk seals
(n=29). 77% of the visitor respondents reported that they would not report a monk seal if
they saw one (n=30). 77% also reported being unaware of who to give a sighting report
to in the event that they encountered a seal (n=30).
Often the public is the first to see a Hawaiian monk seal that is injured or
otherwise in trouble. For human and seal safety reasons, NOAA Fisheries recommends
that the public alert the authorities if they encounter an injured or entangled marine
mammal rather than take the situation in to their own hands. 70% of the visitor
respondents reported they would call the authorities if they encountered a live monk seal
entangled in a net and 30% reported that they would attempt to cut free a live monk seal
if they found one entangled in a net (n=30).
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Visitors want to document their trip with photographs. Although there is no
regulation prohibiting photographing monk seals, a close approach to get the desired
picture may disturb the animal. 52% of the respondents felt that photographing monk
seals is appropriate (n=29). Because the distance from a seal would determine the
likelihood of someone disturbing it, it is interesting to note that 40% of these particular
respondents also felt that viewing a monk seal from 10 feet away is appropriate and none
of them felt that approaching monk seals within 10 feet is appropriate (n=15).
Getting Information to Visitors about the Hawaiian Monk Seal
The majority of the visitors reported that effective or somewhat effective means
for learning about the Hawaiian monk seal include educational brochures and pamphlets,
TV public service announcements, the internet, social media and signs. Signs and social
media ranked highest as being “very effective” methods for learning about the Hawaiian
monk seal. Table 1 summarizes these responses.

Educational brochures and pamphlets (n=29)
TV public service announcements (n=29)
Internet (n=28)
Signs (n=29)
Social media (Facebook, MySpace, Twitter) (n=28)

10%
3%
7%
0%
0%

38%
38%
32%
14%
18%

Not sure

Very
Effective

Somewhat
effective

Not at all
effective

Table 1: In your opinion, what are the best methods to help you or members of your household
learn about wild monk seal conservation issues?

38%
48%
46%
79%
61%

14%
10%
14%
7%
21%

The majority of the respondents (82% reporting “very likely” and 14% reporting
“somewhat likely”) reported that they would be likely to read signs or pamphlets at parks
and beaches that were placed near the shoreline (n=28).

Just slightly fewer respondents

reported that they would read signs and pamphlets placed at beach and park parking lots.
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The other sign and pamphlet locations were also well received by the majority of the
respondents as places they would likely read signs or pamphlets. The following table
summarizes the visitor responses to this question in the order they were asked in the
survey.

At parks and beaches in the parking lot(n=28)
At parks and beaches near the shoreline (n=28)
Near life guard stands (n=28)
On city buses (n=27)
In airports (n=27)
With information given when renting a car(n=28)
In hotel lobbies (n=28)
At marine recreation gear rental shops (kayak, diving,
snorkeling, etc.) (n=28)
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4%
0%
11%
11%
22%
14%
25%
13%

11%
14%
21%
33%
30%
29%
32%
18%

Doesn’t
apply to
me

Very Likely

Somewhat
likely

Not at all
likely

Table 2: How likely are you to read informational signs or pamphlets placed in the following
locations?

79%
82%
57%
41%
44%
46%
54%
64%

7%
4%
11%
15%
4%
11%
7%
11%

At the time of the survey, monk seal responders were using the following two
signs (Figure 1, 2) to inform the public about a seal resting on a beach and encourage
responsible viewing of the seal.

Figure 1

Figure 2

The decision of which sign to use was made on a case-by-case basis. Sometimes monk
seal responders also put both of the signs up around the same seal. The survey
respondents were asked first if one these signs placed near a monk seal would convince
them not to disturb the seal and then to select the one they thought would work best.
87% of the visitor respondents said that the signs would convince them not to disturb a
seal (n=30). Within this group, 57% of the respondents voted for the “Please Do Not
Disturb” sign as being most effective; 18% voted for the “Shhh…I’m Sleeping” as being
the most effective; and 25% thought both of them would work equally as well in
convincing them not to disturb a seal (n=28).

How to Encourage Long Term Stewardship Behaviors
Long term goals of any Hawaiian monk seal educational program will include
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creating a visitor population that not only knows what a monk seal is, but chooses to view
them responsibly without the prompting of monk seal responders or signs; and practice
stewardship behaviors that benefit monk seals. The Association of Fish and Wildlife
Agencies (AFWA) “Stewardship education best practices planning guide” (2008) offers
examples of types of program activities that help a learner progress from awareness to
stewardship behaviors. Where awareness program activities may include presentations
and exhibits, activities that allow the visitor to gain ownership in an issue and foster
stewardship type behaviors would include activities where the visitor can become directly
involved in a conservation action, such as volunteering for conservation-related nonprofit or contributing data to a conservation research project. The SRGII survey asked
respondents if they would be likely to participate in two activities that would benefit
Hawaiian monk seals: a beach-clean up and the semi-annual Hawaiian monk seal count
to respondents. 70% of the visitor respondents said they would be likely to participate in
a beach clean-up and 43% reported interest in participating in a monk seal count (n=30).
Commercial Tour and Lodging Operators
Rather than doing in-person interviews, SRGII mailed surveys to commercial tour
and lodging operators. Out of 100 surveys that were sent out, 26 were returned. 26
postcards with answers to four key questions were also returned after a follow up mailing
to those who had not completed the survey. Although the sample size for this target
audience is small (n=52), the SRGII staff commented in their survey results report that
“Even with the small sample size, the results provide information indicating what type of
messaging and outreach should be directed towards operators in these industries” (SRGII
2011, p.18).
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The authors of the SRGII final survey report grouped the results from the
commercial tour boat operators and commercial lodging operators together because the
responses from both groups were very similar. After looking through the raw response
data from each survey group, the researcher also came to the conclusion that there were
not any significant differences between the answers of the two groups of respondents and
summarized the SRGII survey results to questions that were pertinent to this needs
assessment. Note: Due to the fact that the follow-up postcard only required the
respondent to answer four questions from the larger survey, the sample size for the
majority of the operator questions is 26 respondents.
General Knowledge and Awareness about the Hawaiian Monk Seal
In many locations around the main Hawaiian Islands, Hawaiian monk seals are
still a rare sight. Despite this, all but one operator responded that they have had clients
who had reported observing a monk seal in the wild in Hawai`i (n=52). If visitors
observe Hawaiian monk seals in the wild, they may look to a tour or lodging operator for
more information about the animal. 54% of the operator respondents felt like they had an
average amount of knowledge about the Hawaiian monk seal (n=52). 21% felt they had
minimal knowledge and 12 % responded that they had no knowledge about the Hawaiian
monk seal (n=52). Results from the operator surveys reveal that although the majority of
the respondents felt like they had an average knowledge of the Hawaiian monk seal, there
is some prevailing misinformation with key facts about the seal amongst the commercial
operator target audience. For example, when questioned about the population status of
the Hawaiian monk seal, 31% of the survey respondents answered correctly that there has
been a significant decrease in the monk seal population over the last 20 years (n=26).
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However, 27% of the survey respondents believed that there was a slight increase in the
population and 8% responded that there was a significant increase in the population over
the last 20 years (n=26). Hawaiian monk seals are also native to Hawai`i and one of
Hawai`i’s only endemic land mammals. Although 58% of the survey respondents
answered correctly that Hawaiian monk seals are native to Hawai`i, 35% responded that
they were unsure, and 8% responded that, no, the Hawaiian monk seal is not native to
Hawai`i (n=26).
Legal Protections of the Hawaiian Monk Seal
The majority of the commercial operator survey respondents were aware of legal
protections to the Hawaiian monk seal and responsible viewing practices. 85% of tour
operator respondents claimed to be aware that the monk seal has legal protections. 42%
responded that they are somewhat familiar with the ESA and 35% claimed that they were
very familiar with the act (n=26). As explained earlier in this report, NOAA Fisheries
recommends that people view Hawaiian monk seals from at least 150 feet or staying
behind any signs or ropes as close approach of a Hawaiian monk seal may disturb the
animal. 96% of the commercial operator survey respondents considered viewing monk
seals from 100 feet away appropriate behavior, 23% considered viewing them from 10
feet away appropriate, and only 7% thought coming within 10 feet was appropriate
behavior (n=26). All of the commercial operator survey respondents did not see feeding,
touching or swimming with monk seals as being appropriate behaviors (n=26).
Knowledge of What to do When Encountering a Hawaiian Monk Seal
Commercial operators dealing with the visitor population should understand what
to do or not to do when encountering monk seals so they can communicate this
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information to their clients. When asked how they learned about what to do or not to do
when they encounter a monk seal, 40% of the commercial operator respondents
commented that they learned information from Federal programs, 40% commented that
they got information from State programs and 36% got their information from word of
mouth (n=25). Law enforcement agents and television were the next popular choices
each getting 24% of the respondents votes. Internet, magazines, aquarium or zoo, school
and life guards were the least common ways that respondents claimed they obtained
knowledge about what to do or not to do when encountering a Hawaiian monk seals. The
table below summarizes the results to this question.
Table 3: How did you learn what to do or what not to do when encountering monk seals (mark
all that apply)? (n=25)
I don’t have any knowledge about what to do when encountering monk seals.
12%
Internet
4%
Television
24%
Newspaper
16%
Magazines
8%
Radio
12%
Aquarium or zoo
8%
Word of mouth (e.g., from friends and family)
36%
From school - (learned it yourself, or learned it from a child who learned it in school)
16%
From Federal programs (such as NOAA)
40%
From State programs (such as the Division of Aquatic Resources)
40%
From law enforcement agents
24%
From lifeguards
16%

NOAA Fisheries is interested in receiving reports of seal sightings as they help
with the research and recovery efforts for the critically endangered seal. 48% of the
commercial operators responded that they would report a sighting by one of their clients,
however 31% responded that they wouldn’t report a sighting and 13% were unsure
(n=52). 61% percent of the commercial operator survey respondents said they knew
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which authority to contact (n=26) and of those respondents, 57% reported they would
contact NOAA and 43% would contact DLNR (n=14).
Getting Information to Visitors about the Hawaiian Monk Seal
Commercial tour operators are a primary source of information for visitors while
they are on their trip. Whether or not they see a monk seal on a tour is a large factor in
deciding when to give information to clients about the Hawaiian monk seal or what to do
or not do if they encounter one. 56% of all the commercial operator respondents reported
that they discuss information about the Hawaiian monk seal with their clients only when
their client asks or sees one (n=52). 20% reported that they share information with most
of their clients and 15% said they never share information about monk seals. 25% of the
commercial operator survey respondents reported that they do share information with
visitors about what to do or not do if they encounter a monk seal (n=24).

However,

29% reported that they do not share this information with their clients, 29% reported that
they will share this information if they are likely to encounter a monk seal, and 12% will
share information if they are certain to encounter a seal (n=24).
One reason why commercial operators do not share information may be because
they do not have the appropriate knowledge or monk seal focused outreach materials.
65% of the commercial operator survey respondents reported that they would be willing
to participate in a training/educational monk seal workshop geared to commercial
operators (n=26). 84% said they would be likely to provide or display education
materials to their clients about monk seals if they were provided free of charge (n=26).
Commercial operators are experienced in getting information to the visitor target
audience. NOAA Fisheries and other agencies interested in getting conservation
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messages to a wider audience can learn best practices for reaching the visitor target
audience from commercial operators. Understanding the most effective methods
commercial operators use to reach visitors can also help inform decisions on what types
of educational programming and materials NOAA should develop in the future to offer
potential commercial operators that are interested in sharing information about the
Hawaiian monk seal with their clients. 68% of the commercial operator survey
respondents reported that giving personal presentations is a very effective way to reach
the visitor target audience (n=25). Between 50% and 60% of the respondents viewed
videos, brochures and displaying materials (e.g. posters) as also being very effective
methods for helping clients learn about wild monk seal conservation issues. 36% of the
commercial operator survey respondents viewed posting information on social media as a
very effective way to share information about the Hawaiian monk seal with their clients.
The commercial operators were also asked if the two signs NOAA Fisheries uses to warn
the public about resting seals (Figure 1, Figure 2) would likely to convince their clients
not to disturb a seal, and, if yes, which one would work the best. The majority of the
operators saw value in both of the signs in preventing seal disturbance by their clients.
Of those operators, 68% felt that the more regulatory sign would be the most effective at
preventing seal disturbances (n=22).
How to Encourage Long Term Stewardship Behaviors
Involving the public in activities that extend beyond learning about a topic is a
good way to foster long-term stewardship behaviors. Commercial tour and lodging
operators that take steps to help with Hawaiian monk seal conservations efforts may in
turn share information and knowledge about seals with their clients. The commercial
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operators in the SRGII survey were asked if they would be likely to participate in a oneday, semi-annual statewide monk seal count that takes place every April and October.
Although primarily an outreach event, the count gives the public a chance to collect and
share data with NOAA Fisheries scientists related to seal population. 46% responded
yes to this question and 42% responded that they were unsure. 12% said that, no, they
would not be likely to participate in such an event (n=26).
II.

Interviews with Marine Mammal Response Network (MMRN) Staff and
Volunteers
The researcher conducted 14 interviews with NOAA staff and volunteers that
work under the Marine Mammal Response Network (MMRN). The primary job of the
MMRN staff and volunteers is to respond to marine mammal strandings. The Pacific
Island Region MMRN has several additional goals including responding to monk seal
haul-outs, seal birthing events (pup rearing monitoring, emergency stranding response);
and providing outreach and education about the Hawaiian monk seal to various audiences
and user groups. MMRN interview participants included NOAA staff and volunteers
from O`ahu, Kaua`i, Maui, Moloka`i and Hawai`i Island.

The interviews took place

between April and July of 2013. 12 interviews were done in person and two done over
the phone. Participants were four males and ten females, with a number of years of
experience educating visitors ranging from four to twelve years and an approximate mean
of 6.8 years.
Table 4 depicts the themes that emerged from qualitative analysis of participants’
comments for each interview question. An example quote is provided for each theme as
well as the number of comments related to that theme.
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Table 4: Emergent themes per interview question
Q 1: Tell me about your experiences with visitors to Hawai`i when you are managing Hawaiian monk
seals on the beach.
Theme
Example Quote
Number of
Related
Comments
A Hawaiian monk seal on the
“All in all they are all quite interested in monk seals
17
beach interests visitors
and the despair that they are in the situation they are
declining.”
Visitors often misinterpret a
“…most of the time the tourists think the seal is dead
10
resting Hawaiian monk seal for
or dying or we are in the process of moving it off the
something else
beach.”
Some visitors approach
“If there are one or two or three people they don't
3
Hawaiian monk seal too closely approach too closely. If you are down at Po’ipu and
there are a hundred it is almost like this mob
mentality and they get much too close.”
Visitors want a photo of a
“…people just have a need to get close to animals
3
Hawaiian monk seal
and get that picture and to have that experience with
animals on the beach.”
Q2. Why do you think some visitors disregard information about the Hawaiian monk seal and
responsible viewing of the seal provided by a sign or information from NOAA staff, like yourself, or
volunteers?
Theme
Example Quote
Number of
Related
Comments
Visitors don’t see signs
“Many times I will ask the person after they have
4
crossed past the sign, did you see the sign, and it is
surprising that many times people say that they just
didn't see the sign.”
Sense of “vacation entitlement” “I think part of it has to do with maybe an
3
entitlement feeling that they are on vacation and
whether it is swimming with a dolphin, swimming
with a turtle or standing on top of a monk seal to
take a picture of it, that is their vacation.”
Desire for close-up photo
“Over the years I have seen a an increase in sort of
3
this photo trophy mentality, that they want to get
really close for a good photo and so it is like on
safari… that mindset drives people to sometimes
disregard the sign because they really want to get a
good photo, or to disturb the animal so they get a
picture of an animal that is looking and alert not
asleep.”
A few visitors are anti-authority “You have a few that are anti-authority and that sign
2
is for somebody else it doesn't mean me.”
Misinterpret Hawaiian monk
“…because there are a lot of people around and it
2
seal protection efforts on beach seems controlled that they feel like they are in a zoofor zoo-type setting
type setting. The seal looks harmless so they feel
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safe to go up close kind of like they were in a zoo.”
Q3. Why do you think some visitors lack information about the Hawaiian monk seal?
Theme
Example Quote

Information about Hawaiian
monk seals is not targeted to
reach visitor audience

Number of
Related
Comments
4

“That is one of the challenges for visitors coming
here, is there is really nothing, that kind of raised
awareness that there may be a seal on the beach
when they go somewhere. Especially pre-trip, during
trip, arrival, those types of things; there is really
nothing that kind of indicates, ‘Hey we have got this
really special critically endangered animal that you
can't find anywhere else in the world you may see
one in your back yard be prepared for it.’”
Information about Hawaiian
“Before coming to Hawai`i, where would they get
4
monk seals is hard to find
that information? Without extensive web searches
they won’t know.”
Q4. What are some suggestions that you have for increasing the awareness of visitors to Hawaiian
monk seals?
Theme
Example Quote
Number of
Related
Comments
Reach visitors through
“I think the first step is to get them when they are on
16
unsolicited information
the plane, a captive audience they are coming in to
opportunities
an exciting place, they are open to information and I
think the first place is to hit them with the short
video on the planes, hit them with information in the
magazines, maybe even a hand out they can take…”
Reach visitors through typical
“A lot of the hotels also have these orientations, little
6
traveler information sources
presentations, and all of the businesses -the
helicopter, the canoe rides... it would be good to
have somebody going to all of those and getting up
and saying, ‘Hey, I am not selling anything, but I do
have something really special that you might
encounter while on island and I just wanted to give
you a little more information for if you do have that
encounter.’ So all those people who wanted to hear
about the activities also got to hear about
endangered species.”
Permanent informational signs
“I was thinking in places where the seals go on a
4
where HMS commonly spend
regular basis we should have permanent signs. Signs
time
that are set up that are informational, not necessarily
giant, so people know a little bit about them.”
Q5. What are some suggestions that you have for creating a visitor population that makes responsible
decisions around Hawaiian monk seals such as keeping an appropriate distance from seals while on
land and in the water, and not feeding seals?
Theme
Example Quote
Number of
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Related
Comments
7

Empower visitors

“It all kind of revolves around that topic of critically
endangered important, super lucky if you see one,
how awesome it is, here is what you should do if you
do see one. I think that that includes the reporting
and includes not just staying away but here's the
things you can do to help - call it in, report it, take
pictures, those types of things.”
Create an emotional connection “There is opportunity to talk about cases. We have
5
with the visitors
KP2, R042…I know the feds have to make it scientific,
but you have to add some of the fluff on to it. KP2 is
a great opportunity to utilize because he is there at
the aquarium. You could use him to make people
realize, too, that we don’t have the facilities to house
these animals once this happens. On some levels
personalize them. People relate to the Story of Hina
because it is a story.”
Reach visitors through
“I think the main thing would be on the airlines… You
5
unsolicited information
have a captive audience sitting in a plane, everyone is
opportunities
watching those the whole preamble about Hawai`i
…There is a lot of information we could put on there
that would raise awareness for how to behave when
you are in Hawai`i around our critically important
environment and the animals that are in it.”
Q6. Can you tell me about your experiences with commercial tour and lodging operators when you
are managing Hawaiian monk seals?
Theme
Example Quote
Number of
Related
Comments
Visitor tour and lodging
“Hotels have been amazing on Kaua`i. The security
9
operators report seal sightings
guards all know us, know the hot line number; they
know to tell us as soon as they see a seal.”
Lodging operators set up seal
“Someone says, ‘A seal is up,’ and the Aloha team is
7
protection zones
called immediately. They go get the signs; they go
get the ropes, and often times when I come down its
all set up.”
Building and maintain
“Lodging, if we are talking hotels…it is a challenge to
6
partnerships with tour and
be communicating with them and working with them
lodging operators is time
just because I just don't have much time for it. And
intensive
there is a high turnover within that industry and with
the tour industry. I can spend a week reaching out to
everybody and giving them all the information and
having the great conversations and then a month
later it is all new people and they have lost all the
information I have given them or whatever it is, so
even in the best experiences I find it tends to be fairly
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short lived. “
Effective to take advantage of
Most of them have got some sort of beach activity
5
existing visitor education
shack right on the beaches… and some of them have
programs
the same the group that does the beach rentals for
like three or four hotels, so if you can get into that
one company that does it and just do training with
them and say…’I have resources for you guys.’”
Lodging operators educate their “And some of the hotels, I know the Princeville, St.
5
guests about Hawaiian monk
Regis, pretty sure the Hyatt, most of the big resorts
seals
on the island, the Marriott, they have a monk seal
message in their printed welcome package for the
guests. So even if it is just a little blurb, but it says
the basics, so that's good, they are helping.”
Tour operators view Hawaiian
“I have been identifying a seal that is near the side of
2
monk seals on tours
the road and…they will just stop their buses trying to
get a good picture for their people.”
Q7. Can you describe any successful partnerships that you have established with commercial and tour
operators to help educate visitors about the Hawaiian monk seal that could be adopted with other
commercial and /or tour operators?
Visitor operator is personally
“…somebody who has a deeper interest and at least
9
invested
somewhat of a passion for believing in a cause and I
think that makes a big difference. Even when it just
comes to responding to seals with security, you know
getting the information out is one thing with the
hotels and having that sort of the beach response
where it is the beach activities guys or security. That
seems to be more of a personal thing.”
Program fits easily into
“…they pride themselves on doing education on their
4
prevailing visitor programming
own, during the snorkel trips or whale watch trips,
and so it is sort of a win-win where they are already
doing education and so I can just give them the
information and the messaging I want them to have
to then relay to the visitors, and it actually works, it’s
not perfect, but it does work.”
Time is taken to build and
“I think that is a big thing to remember when you are
5
maintain relationships with
doing this type of set up is that it takes a lot of time
operators
and is a very front end heavy workload. But once
you get that front load stuff done, it pays off
dividends in the long run. I put a lot of effort in the
first couple of years doing this stuff and canvassing
and getting out and building these relationships.”
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“Reach visitors through unsolicited information opportunities” was a theme that
came up in both Q4 and Q5. Table 5 is a list of specific examples mentioned by
participants in both questions combined.
Table 5: Unsolicited Information opportunity examples listed by participants
Unsolicited information example
Number of times mentioned (Q4 & Q5)
Video on hotel visitor channels
6
Video on inbound Hawai`i flights
5
Hand-out on inbound Hawai`i flights
3
Information in airline magazines
2
Display in baggage claim
2
Information included in hotel guest literature
2
Display on cruise ships that come to Hawai`i
1
Hawai`i guidebooks
1

A number of the participants recommended specific visitor industry tour and
lodging operators as good example partners. Table 6 is a list of these operators,
including specific contacts if they were referenced by the participant.
Table 6: Successful Tour and Lodging Operator Partners
Island
Operator

O`ahu
O`ahu

O`ahu
Kaua`i

Kaua`i
Kaua`i
Kaua`i

Turtle Bay Resort
http://www.turtlebayresort.com/
Kailua Sailboards and Kayaks
http://www.kailuasailboards.com/

Contact (Note:
Names are listed
below if they were
mentioned in the
interview)

Anissa Gunther,
Co-operations
Manager

Hale Koa Hotel
http://www.halekoa.com/
Holo Holo Charters
http://www.holoholoKaua`iboattours.com/
Kaua`i Visitor’s Bureau
http://www.goHawai`i.com/Kaua`i
Po’ipu Beach Resort Association
http://Po’ipubeach.org/
Grand Hyatt Kaua`i
http://Kaua`i.hyatt.com/en/hotel/home.html
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Mel Wills,
Operations Manager
and Captain
Sue Kanoho,
Executive Director
Jody Kjeldsen,
Executive Director

Maui
Lana`i

Hawai`i
Island

Hawai`i
Island
Hawai`i
Island
Hawai`i
Island

III.

Pacific Whale Foundation
http://www.pacificwhale.org/
Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts
http://www.fourseasons.com/regional_hotel_groups/Lana`i/
The National Park Service
 Pu'uhonua o Honaunau National Historical Park
http://www.nps.gov/puho/index.htm
 Kaloko-Honokōhau National Historic Park
http://www.nps.gov/kaho/index.htm
 Pu’ukoholā Heiau National Historic Site
http://www.nps.gov/puhe/index.htm
Hilton Waikoloa
http://www.hiltonwaikoloavillage.com/
Dolphin Quest
http://www.dolphinquest.com/index.php/Hawai`i_experience?cfid=74
Jack’s Diving Locker
http://www.jacksdivinglocker.com/

Michelle Edwards,
Director of Public
Relations

Teri Leicher,
Owner / Partner

Interviews with Marine Education Organizations
The researcher conducted 11 interviews with professionals working for
organizations that educate Hawai`i’s visitor population about marine-related issues. The
participating organizations included those from O`ahu, Kaua`i, Maui and Hawai`i Island.
The interviews took place between April and July of 2013. Nine interviews were done in
person and two done over the phone. Two interviews included more than one
participant. Participants were nine males and five females, with a number of years of
experience educating visitors ranging from two to thirty-five years, and an approximate
mean of 12.6 years.
Table 7 depicts the themes that emerged from qualitative analysis of participants’
comments for each interview question. An example quote is provided for each theme as
well as the number of comments related to that theme.
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Table 7: Emergent themes per interview question
Q 1: Tell me about your experiences with visitors to Hawai`i as they relate to the mission of
your organization.
Theme
Example Quote
Number of
Related
Comments
Education is done before they “The main sort of responsibility of the reef
5
encounter the resource
teachers is to hang out on the shoreline and talk
to people who are getting into snorkel and
educate them on 6 main reef etiquette points.”
Majority of visitors are
“The majority of visitors are somewhat
5
uneducated about Hawai`i’s
uneducated about the marine environment and
marine environment
what goes along with that.”
Potential to reach a large
“Currently just under 800,000 per year visitors
5
number of visitors
to the bay. Averaging it out - about 3,000
people per day, but in reality the numbers drop
in the fall to 2000, and in the busy summer and
Christmas time there are around 4,000 per day.
A lot of people that we have the opportunity to
touch and talk to.”
Education program is concise “We give them a little history and orientation
4
within 10 minutes before they go down to the
beach. It’s quick.”
Education program is
“So what we focus on doing and where we have
3
multifaceted
seen great improvement in terms of how
visitors treat monk seals at the beach is through
a constant education program we do both
encountering people and the beach, talking to
them when they are seeing monk seals, and
more importantly we are now in our 8th year of
doing weekly presentations in hotels primarily
for visitors”
Education program is adapted “Anyone who rents gear has to watch a five3
for visitors’ needs and
minute video or get trained with the reef teach
interests
reference book before they are allowed to take
the gear into the water and that helps minimize
impacts”
Education program is
“Then we have a few pages of pictures of the
2
engaging
most common fish in the bay here that is
particularly engaging with kids and when people
come out of the water they really like to see
which fish they saw.”
Q2. Why do you think some visitors disregard information by a sign or members of an
organization?
Theme
Example Quote
Number of
Related
Comments
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Cultural barrier

“But people just don’t know because their
7
images of these things they have on the
mainland and in other places are different than
what we perceive them as. Especially in Japan,
a turtle is a symbol of good luck, so a lot of
times the Japanese families want to come out
and touch it. I have seen them setting their kids
on top to take a picture like they are riding it or
whatever. We know that that’s not good for the
turtle, but for them it is different, a value
difference.”
Language barrier
“Not all the signs out there are in people’s
5
home language. Mostly what I see are that
most of the signs here are in English. So if you
don’t understand English, you are probably
aren’t going to pay attention and try and read
that sign.”
A few visitors are defiant
“And then there is that really really small
5
chance when somebody just wants to defy and
really doesn’t care.”
Desire for close-up
“They come to Hawai`i with it in mind; I want to
3
experience
pet a turtle. I want to pet a dolphin.”
Not paying attention
“You have a certain percentage that simply does
2
not see the signs. They are just in their own
world when they are off walking the beach and
not paying attention to the world around
them.”
Desire for close-up photo
“They want a picture of it so they tell their kids
1
to go put their hand on the shell and I will take a
picture and stuff like that.”
Signs have too many words
“Too many words, too much information.
1
Simple signs with good graphics are helpful.
Can be expanded on with interpreters. If you
have too many words people just tend to ignore
the sign.”
Q3. Why do you think some visitors lack information about the marine environment?
Theme
Example Quote
Number of
Related
Comments
Lack of exposure to marine
“People just aren't exposed to it. It's not in
7
environments
their day to day, people who come from places
where there is no ocean and no charismatic
mega fauna and maybe all they see is from the
Discovery Channel or whatever, they don't have
any firsthand experience.”
Inadequate amount of
“…right now there are a lot of different avenues
2
information about marine
where people can just make their way without
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environment for visitor

encountering any of it (information about the
marine environment), depending on who they
book their tour with, what airplane they go on,
what rental car, what hotel. They could find
themselves not having the opportunity to see
anything. There isn't enough of it out there,
you know, widespread enough.”
Q4. Can you tell me about some “lessons learned” in your experiences in educating the visitor
population?
Theme
Example Quote
Number of
Related
Comments
Frame messages considering
“Another strategy I have seen become effective
6
visitors general needs and
is with like our fish feeding campaign to frame it
interests
in the personal health and safety, so you might
get bitten by a fish, versus, ‘oh it is the
ecological cascading effects of grazing etc.’
People tune that stuff out. Start with your own
personal welfare is everyone's primary concern
of course, then segue into the ecological
rational, then they might be more receptive to
it.”
Need to know how to attract “We had a clicker and would count how many
4
visitors
people would approach the tent and just having
a pop-up tent with a banner attracted ten times
more people than if you just had a table, so I
don't know if it was the banner, or the tent just
made it more visible, or they just thought we
were having a picnic when we just had the
table, but, the equipment that you had
definitely influenced the number of people that
approached the outreach.”
Need to reach visitors
“I think if we went into a hotel and we did one
4
repeatedly
week, well that is great. However many show
up is good, you know like 14 came today, well
that's 14 people that didn't know about monk
seals. But you gain the exponential value by
consistency, by keeping that same message and
doing that 52 weeks a year.”
Need to have different ways
“So we kind of have to layer it because you can't
4
of presenting information
be everything to everybody, but you can't only
do that one way, because different people are
different types of learners. Sometimes less is
better and sometimes more is better, so you
just have different ways of presenting the
information.”
Positive approach is effective “The thing that almost always works is being
3
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friendly to people when you approach them.
90% of the time it is not going to backfire on
you if you walk up to someone and say,
“Welcome to Sandy beach….have you been
here before?” And you just try to have a
conversation with people and inform them that
way. What doesn’t work is when you are at the
end of your rope with people and talking to
people all day and you just start barking at
people. And people aren’t as open to it…”
Ineffective to try and reach
“When there are 30-40,000 people a day at a
1
masses of visitors through
beach just the transient natures of people
one-on-one contact
through that area, there are just extremely
limited opportunities to contact those people
on any kind of effective one- on -one basis. You
can’t do it. I don’t think you can do it.”
Visitors will educate other
“…that's where you get the exponential value
1
visitors
with one tourist telling another about the seals,
about hey, you are supposed to do this, not
supposed to do that.”
Q5. What are some suggestions that you have for how a federal agency like NOAA Fisheries
can increase the awareness of visitors to Hawaiian monk seals and encourage stewardship
behaviors towards the seals?
Theme
Example Quote
Number of
Related
Comments
Develop and maintain
“Because we have so many touches with visitors
14
partnerships
it helps when we are informed and we have
good information. I don't know how to tell you,
because I am so aquarium centric, how to reach
people outside the aquarium, but helping us
here would be great. “
Reach visitors at bottleneck
“Other places where there is no one to respond,
6
areas
this is only hearsay, but I hear of people going
to go pet them or hug them or get a real close
up picture and they get chased or bitten or
whatever, so I think, it’s very hard because here
on this island we have like 450 miles of
coastline, and you can't put a NOAA guy at
every half a mile to watch for monk seals, so I
think places like this, like our center, the dive
shops, if you could, the airplanes would be key
and the cruise ships but that's like the most
expensive thing in the world. Just these focal
points, these bottleneck areas, having materials
handy.”
More educational signs
“Maybe something like if he had something
1
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along with the signs and rope, a little
educational sign that he could stick in the sand
with a small little information about what monk
seals are. And when the seal leaves, he just
picks them up. Because they got the little
yellow signs and it basically says, stay away,
they are endangered. But if you wanted to
educate them I think a little colored placard that
can easily stick into the sand.”
Q6. Can you tell me your experiences using “post-visit action” resources?
Theme
Example Quote

Use social media to keep
“I think we have 350 likes on our Facebook page
people informed and engaged at this time so it is still kind of small but
growing. On that page we send out when
people take a picture of something cool
happening in the bay we post it, or when I gave
a talk at the conference on O`ahu someone took
a picture and we posted it…”
Offer small giveaways with
“I am a big fan of small things like business
website and social media
cards or bookmarks. Perhaps there is a website
handle
that you want people to want to be able to find
or remember later and sometimes that can be
an effective way to later guide them to check
that resource out.”
Promote and maintain
“And we show them the website and tell them
engaging website
to look at it every few months because we get
new turtles. We are going to start putting
coloring book pages on our site so the kids will
have a reason to go back and take another look
at it or mom and dad will so they can print that
stuff off.”
Use email lists to reconnect
“When people fill out the invoice when people
with visitors
rent gear at the top there is an email thing and
so it is an option to write down your email. So
we want to do a monthly-ish newsletter but you
know it is less than that to send out a message
about our photo contest or send out a message
about our beach clean-up day. I think there are
several hundred people on that list. And on
that email we can say, check out our Facebook
page, website, all that stuff. “
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Number of
Related
Comments
5

5

3

1

“Develop and maintain partnerships” was a theme that appeared repeatedly
throughout the interviews and had the highest number of related comments (14) for any
singular interview question (Q5.). Table 8 is a list of the interviewed marine education
organizations that have either partnered with NOAA Fisheries in the past or remarked
favorably when asked whether or not they would be interested in partnering in some
fashion with NOAA Fisheries to increase HMS education with the visitor population.
Table 8: Marine education partner organizations
Island
Organization

O`ahu
O`ahu

O`ahu

O`ahu/All
Islands
O`ahu

Hawai`i
Island

Kaua`i
Maui/ All
Islands
Maui/ All
Islands

Mālama na Honu (Laniakea Beach)
http://www.Mālamanahonu.org/
Waikīkī Aquarium
http://www.Waikīkīaquarium.org/
Ocean Safety and Life Guard Services
Division of Honolulu
http://www1.honolulu.gov/esd/oceans
afety/
Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale
National Marine Sanctuary (HIHWNMS)
Hanauma Bay Education Program
http://hbep.seagrant.soest.Hawai`i.edu
/
Kohala Center; Kahalu`u Bay Education
Center (KBED)
http://kohalacenter.org/Kahalu`ubay/h
ome.html
Kaua`i Monk Seal Watch Program
http://www.Kaua`imonkseal.com/
Coral Reef Alliance
http://www.coral.org/where_we_work
/asia/pacific/Hawai`i
Monk Seal Foundation
http://www.monksealfoundation.org/
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Contact (include this?)

Jim Kennedy,
Volunteer and Board Member
Mary Rooney,
Community Programs
Coordinator
Jim Howe,
Ocean Safety Operations Chief

Patty Miller,
Education Specialist
Elizabeth Kumabe,
Education Director
Matt Connelly,
KBEC's Volunteer Coordinator
and Trainer

Timothy Robinson,
Projects Coordinator
Liz Foote,
Hawai`i Field Manager
Pat Wardell,
President

# Estimated
annual visitors to
established
educational site
630,000
300,000

NA

NA
800,000

50,000 (plans to
increase to
400,000 with new
visitor center at
Kahalu’u Bay)
NA
NA

NA

Table 9 lists examples of visitor industry businesses that participants suggested NOAA
Fisheries should partner with on Hawaiian monk seal visitor education efforts.
Table 9: Potential visitor industry partners
Visitor industry business
Hotels / Condos
Airlines
Visitor magazines (101 Things to Do, Kaua`i Gold, etc.)
Cruise ships
Online travel companies (Expedia, Travelocity, etc.)

Number of times mentioned
5
4
2
1
1

Table 10 lists the participants’ comments about enlisting the help of Hawai`i residents
with visitor education.
Table 10: Residents and visitor education
- “Working with the communities, or users of certain shorelines, whether it is for fishing,
surfing, paddling or people who sort of know a place well and who are connected to
that place and are sort of trusted or respected at least by a segment of the population
there. They make good partners because, one, the offenders aren’t always
visitors….And two, I think visitors really like that chance to interact with real people.
People say they want the authentic experience.”
-

“They usually have about 10-15 minutes. So that is an opportunity for a lot of visitors to
talk to a local and that is a really important thing for many of them. They want to talk to
a local.”

-

“…if the residents don’t understand the sign and the beat behind it, and kind of don’t
buy into it, a visitor may very well approach a resident and they may go, ‘Ah, just ignore
it, it’s nothing.’ Our regulars at the beach become super critical to the overall safety
program on the beach.

-

“You have people that are mayors of every beach…And they are opinion leaders in the
community of people that use that beach, both residents and visitors. And so to me you
can’t address them in isolation; they have to be addressed as a total community using
that area.”

-

“This is basically what our Junior Life Guard program is all about. We are trying to enlist
the support of the community to be a part of our overall safety program for the whole
community. Many instances of residents saving visitors.”

-

“With the success and popularity of it and its acceptance by the community, in 2011 the
county parks department granted us a 10 year contract to actually construct a
permanent education center here.”
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The participants also shared advice regarding successful ways to communicate
with the visitor audience. Table 11 is a list of their comments broken down by the most
frequent themes related to visitor communication.
Table 11. Messaging tips
Tone
- “If they get into the finger wagging, people tune out and sometimes
will almost break the rules out of spite because they don’t like being
treated like little kids, or at least that is the way they are interpreting
it, that someone is telling them what they can or can't do and people
don't tend to like that.”

Content

-

“I witnessed that with interactions on the beach at times… that your
tone and approach and the messaging you used would greatly impact
your success in modifying that behavior.”

-

“The thing that almost always works is being friendly to people when
you approach them.”

-

“…people are thankful that we are here because we are actively,
instead of passively, sharing information with people and always in a
positive attitude.”
“We always tried to weave in the ‘why’ are we here and why do we
ask people to stay behind the rope...rather than saying you can't do
this, you can't do that...”

-

-

“You can't just say, ‘stay away.’ They need to understand the reason
"why."

-

“We are finding that this is what we can offer - these different seals,
these different ages, kind of grand pa and little seal and people want
to know about each one and how they are different and their different
characteristics.”

-

“You know when I know the name, when one of your volunteers is
there and tells me that this seal is "Rocky" or whomever and this one
has had this many pups and everything, it makes a huge difference… I
really think that the emotional connection and knowing your seal and
know the seals in you neighborhood, is just huge.”

-

“And trying to incorporate a little more depth and stories. Because we
all love stories. We all love legends. If I said, ‘Let me tell you a story
about Hanauma Bay’ would be better than ‘The geology of Hanauma
Bay is...’”

-

“…with little kids first you have to introduce these animals and teach
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how fabulous they are and then we can teach them all the bad news.
But if they have no connection and no interest, and they are not
emotionally connected.”

Delivery
methods

-

“You have to balance that message with, look this is their habitat; you
are actually getting to see this wild animal in its natural environment –
not in a zoo. Not at the Sea World show. You are very fortunate to
see this.”

-

“As far as what we do for visitors, our mission is to protect this reef,
but not by saying, ‘no,’ by saying, ‘yes,’ but doing it respectfully. Our
program has been successful because when people come we welcome
them and encourage them to have a good time, but to just not do it at
the expense of the resources that we have here.”

-

“It only take a few things to completely change their perception…We
have our data and there is a huge difference between the behavior of
people who have had a two minute lesson versus someone who has
not had the two minute lesson .”

-

“I think people, a lot of them, are excited to learn new things when
they go to a new place even if they don't necessarily care about the
environment or whatever. When you show them the furry little seal I
think they get excited.”

-

“The ‘Rule of Thumb’ is a good thing, but I wouldn't start with that. I
would start with, ‘You are seeing something special, you are seeing
something unique’ and get them to appreciate it right away. Once you
say ‘most people on earth will never see this’ they already feel special
and from there you can say how to take care of the resource. That is
what we do with our corals.”

-

“I think the signs at ocean safety are targeted – if the surf is rough you
are going to get injured, you are going to land on your head. So it is
very targeted to get that one message across. So, ‘What is that
message that you want to get across?’ I think is step one that you
need to identify.”

-

“When you start talking about it from the perceptive of NOAA there is
that opportunity to be reaching people nationwide with certain key
common elements about how you are approaching these animals
because so much when you start to talk about responsible viewing
there are similarities between whether you are approaching a seal
here or a turtle in Florida or a manatee.”
“I was here before the education center was built and the video and
we said 100% of the people need to get educated…people would
stand in the ticket line and talk to the visitors really fast. For a whole
number of reasons you could tell they were not listening and if it were

-
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me I probably wouldn't have listened either.”
-

“Just handing a piece of paper to most people doesn't work because
as they are walking by they are going take that piece of paper, put it in
their pocket and lose it.”

-

“If you hand something out, the rest of us have to go out and pick it
up. People mean to stick it in their bag, but then it just blows out.”

-

“The more involved you can make the people rather than just talking
at their face, the better it is. And the more often they hear things.”

-

“The more creative interactive things we have up attract people in.”

-

“Then there is a board that is all about sea turtles because this beach
is also known as turtle beach…people always come here asking,
‘Where's the turtles, Where's the turtles?’ The board has good
information for those.”

-

“Anyone who rents gear from us has to watch a five-minute video or
get trained with the Reef Teach reference book before they are
allowed to take the gear out into the water and that helps minimize
the impact.”

-

“One day this monk seal was molting and we had this skin, it smells
bad, but they got to feel and touch it and they were like, ‘It has hair!’
Yeah, it’s a mammal.”

-

“The most successful thing I have seen is when he released the turtle
in the middle of a crowded beach, on a crowded day…As they started
taking the turtle out, the rest of us who are in education shared
information about the turtle and about how important they are and
how we really need to care for them, that there are laws about it and
sharing what the laws are and things like that…It wasn’t done with
much ceremony, but it kind of ended up being that way…people were
enthralled by the whole thing.”

-

“Technology will change and will make more of an impression on
people. We are looking at having our volunteers and staff when they
are talking to people using iPads…A lot of research now on museum
docents using tablets and things like that.”

-

“Another attempt to really reaching out to anybody that goes to the
beach and then to make it easier is QR codes on the back of the
material so they don't even have to take the material, they just snap it
with their iPhone and instantly they are at our website.”
“I do think that a cell phone app would be fantastic. That will make
the personal connection possible when we can all figure out what seal

-
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Managing
non-English
speakers

IV.

-

it is and learn their story.”
“…the printed, "Please stay back" signs are in English, Chinese, and
Japanese. And we are seeing a lot less (disregard of information on
signs). We have the greatest language barrier issue with the Korean
and Chinese…Once they understood, they were always respectful and
backed away.”

-

“The printed materials that we hand out, the bookmarks in
particular…Those we have now we have in 5 languages - Japanese,
Chinese, Korean, English and Spanish.”

-

“We have found that if you just know a few words in another language
you can actually get a lot of information across. So we all know all the
Japanese words of certain reef animals that they encounter and
through mime and a few words you can actually teach people and get
them interested and excited about things.”

Interviews with Visitor Bureaus and Visitor Tour and Lodging Operators
The original scope of the research prospectus included conducting a focus group
with visitor industry tour and lodging operators on the island of O`ahu. The researcher
was forced to revise her project methods when multiple attempts to bring together more
than two tour industry operators for a focus group fell through. After using the Doodle
Poll online scheduling tool to select a date and time that worked for interested focus
group participants, three people dropped out a few days prior to the scheduled focus
group date leaving only two people to participate. Rather than sending the participants
home, the researcher conducted an interview with the two participants that did show up
using the focus group questions.
The researcher made a second attempt to gather enough participants for a focus
group and reached out to those that dropped out of the first round at the last minute and
others who were interested but unable to join at the original date and time. Only one
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participant showed up for this second focus group. Rather than sending the participant
home, the researcher conducted an interview using the focus group questions. Although
the dynamics of a focus group can provide exceptional insight into a target audience,
interviews also provide valuable information. Rather than delaying the project further,
the researcher decided to move forward with just the interviews from the three visitor
industry operator participants and combine their responses during the analysis process.
The lack of follow through by potential focus group participants was most likely
due to the timing of the focus group and lack of funding for participant incentives.
Although the researcher planned to conduct the focus group in the month of April, the
date got pushed out to the summer months, a particularly busy period for the visitor
industry. Also, it is common for focus group participants to receive some sort of
incentive for their participation, such as reimbursement for gas, money or a gift card.
The researcher did not have a budget for any such incentives, although she did use her
own money to provide refreshments for participants.
The researcher also revised her research methodology during the data collection
phase by adding key informant interviews from the visitor industry. While planning
travel to the neighbor islands to conduct her other interviews it was brought to the
researcher’s attention that it would be advantageous to include interviews with Hawai`i
Visitors and Conventions Bureau (HVCB) staff from the different islands, particularly
since at least one of the bureaus had been involved with visitor programming related to
the Hawaiian monk seal. Most of the visitors bureaus were responsive to her interview
requests and the researcher conducted interviews with key informants from the O`ahu
Visitors Bureau (OVB), the Maui Visitors Bureau (MVB) and the Kaua`i Visitors Bureau
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(KVB) between the months of June and July of 2013. The researcher sent emails to the
visitors bureau on Hawai`i Island requesting an interview but got no response.
The Hawai`i Visitors and Convention Bureau (HVCB) is a non-profit that is
contracted by the State of Hawai`i through the Hawai`i Tourism Authority to market
Hawai`i’s different islands to prospective visitors outside of Hawai`i. According to their
website, the primary purpose of the HVCB is to promote the islands to “travelers
throughout North America – Hawai`i’s largest and most important market” (Hawai`i
Visitors and Convention Bureau, 2013). The goal of conducting the HVCB interviews
was to better understand 1) the role of the visitors bureaus in getting information out to
the visitor population; 2) their perspectives on visitors’ interests and needs and how they
relate to the Hawaiian monk seal; and 3) how NOAA Fisheries could potentially partner
with the bureaus on education and outreach about the Hawaiian monk seal with the
visitor audience.

The researcher developed the questionnaire for the visitors bureau

respondents with these goals in mind, creating some new questions and using some of the
same questions from the tour and lodging operator questionnaire. The responses from the
later set of questions were analyzed and summarized together with the responses from the
visitor tour and lodging operators. The following is a response analysis and summary of:
Visitors Bureau Questions; Tour and Lodging Operator Questions; and Combined
Visitors Bureau and Tour and Lodging Operator Questions.
Visitors Bureau Questions
Can you tell me about some “lessons learned” in your experiences getting messages
across to the visitor population?
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All HVCB participants responded that they have had to change their strategies
due to newer forms of communication through the internet and smart phone technology.
Specific examples included using text messaging for emergency broadcasting and road
closures; addressing and competing with posts on social media channels promoting
unsafe destinations; and using specific marketing channels to target specific age groups,
such as using more internet –based marketing to communicate with younger potential
visitors.
Does your organization ever offer information specifically about the Hawaiian monk
seals to your island’s visitors? If yes, how do you do this?
According to the HVCB interview participants, their organization uses various
strategies to get information to potential visitors to Hawai`i and attract them to visit. One
strategy is to market visitors directly though websites, newsletters, social media, blogs,
advertising, publications and travel planners. Another strategy is to work with travel
agents as well as wholesalers like Expedia, Travelocity and Pleasant Holidays. The
Maui Visitor Bureau (MVB) and O`ahu Visitor Bureau (OVB) do not use these strategies
to offer specific information about the Hawaiian monk seal to visitors, however the
respondent from the OVB explained that her team tries to “fold in” education into their
marketing. She mentioned a few examples including promoting ocean awareness to the
family target audience through a “Protect our Ocean” publication as well as promotional
blitzes at educational aquariums across the country such as the Shed Aquarium in
Chicago and the Seattle Aquarium. The blitz marketing programs with the aquariums
included a focused message about the dangers of plastics in the ocean and marine debris.
The Kaua`i Visitor Bureau (KVB) does offer some specific information about the
Hawaiian monk seal to visitors through its vacation planner and promotion of a Hawaiian
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monk seal brochure created by the Pacific Whale Foundation at its Kaua`i Visitor Bureau
office. The KVB website also includes a short description about the Hawaiian monk seal
and suggested viewing guidelines under a section about Po’ipu Beach Park. According to
the KVB respondent, the organization also trains travel agents and includes information
about the Hawaiian monk seal in their trainings.
How do you see NOAA Fisheries best partnering with your organization to pursue its
mission of increasing awareness of and responsible viewing of Hawaiian monk seals
within the visitor population?
“Communication” was a common theme throughout each of the respondents’
answers to this question. Each offered specific recommendations on the best ways to
communicate and share information with their organization. Table 12 breaks down their
suggestions and which visitors’ bureau recommended them.
Table 12: How best to communicate with the Visitors Bureau
Communicate directly with the Visitors Bureau
 Frequent communication directly with Visitors Bureau
 Include a “hook” when offering new information
 Send a press release to the Visitors Bureau
Use a liaison to communicate with the Visitors Bureau
 Educator with an established relationship with the bureau
(i.e. Liz Foote, Coral reef Alliance)
Communicate with Visitors Bureau partners
 Hotel / Condo / Resort Associations
 Tour guides and hotel concierge staff
 Hotels in locations where education is needed

OVB
x

KVB
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

Tour and Lodging Operator Questions
Do you ever see Hawaiian monk seals while on the job with clients? If yes, what are
common reactions to seeing the seals?
All three tour and lodging operator respondents commented that they had seen
Hawaiian monk seals while on the job with clients. Two respondents commented that
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MVB

their clients had an intellectual reactions to the seal of being “curious” and “interested”
where the other respondent spoke of an emotional reaction where their clients were
“incredibly excited” to see a seal. All three respondents mentioned the important role of
education in managing their clients’ reactions to prevent interactions with seals. One
respondent commented that her clients are always educated prior to viewing Hawaiian
monk seals and that clients have been observed passing on what they learned to others.
One respondent also mentioned that their clients react to a hauled out seal by wanting to
take a photo of it.
Do you offer general information to your clients about Hawaiian monk seals? Do you
offer information to your clients about what they should do if they encounter a
Hawaiian monk seal?
The tour operator respondent commented that her company does offer both
general information about the Hawaiian monk seal and information about responsible
viewing of seals. Her clients must watch a mandatory video and sign a wildlife sanctuary
permit before going on tours or renting equipment. Her shop also has a display about
wildlife and posted regulatory signs to help educate the client. The respondent also
mentioned that they were developing an educational display specific to monk seals that
would also show a NOAA Fisheries educational video about responsible viewing around
the Hawaiian monk seal, Good Neighbors: How to Share Hawai`i’s Beaches with the
Endangered Monk Seals.
The lodging operator respondents commented that they do not offer general
information about the Hawaiian monk seal because the animals are “too rare.” They
explained further that they do educate their guests about the marine environment, but
their program is focused rather on things that a client would likely encounter while in the
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ocean fronting their hotel and is folded into marketing sun screen that is safe for coral
reefs. The lodging operators also commented that when a monk seal does comes out on
the beach in front of their hotel they have no course of action except to call the authorities
and mentioned specifically the Hawai`i Department of Land and Natural Resources
(DLNR). They do not offer any information to their guests about responsible viewing of
the Hawaiian monk seal in such an event, however they commented on the effectiveness
of the perimeter set up around the seal by the authorities to prevent human – seal
interactions.
Where do you get the information that you offer your clients about the Hawaiian monk
seals or environmental topics in general? Would you and your staff or co-workers be
interested in learning more about the Hawaiian monk seal that you could then pass on
to your clients?
The tour operator respondent commented that she received information about the
Hawaiian monk seal directly from NOAA Fisheries scientists and a volunteer
organization that closely works with NOAA. Since her business had an established
relationship with NOAA for receiving information, the researcher did not ask the tour
operator the follow up question. The hotel operators responded that they looked to the
internet; marine education centers like Sea Life Park, Monterey Bay Aquarium and the
Maui Ocean Center; and mainstream media like Animal Planet and National Geographic
programs for their information about the environment. They commented that their
priority in regards to guest education is promoting guest services and products, but also
responded positively to the possibility of being given more information about the
Hawaiian monk seal as it would improve the “guest experience”:
“Any additional information that we can communicate and look
more like an authority figure on anything pertaining to the pool
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deck the guests’ services, the marine life, the beach services.
Anything helps us to establish a stronger relationship with our
guests that builds on our guests’ experience - and that is the
number one thing that we try to drive in the visitor industry is that
guest experience. So, absolutely I think that information would be
beneficial. We would love to share it with our guests. Any
information that improves the guest experience is good.”
How do you rank the following as being effective for you, yourself and your staff and
colleagues for learning?
To initiate a discussion about best practices for educating the visitor industry
about the Hawaiian monk seal, the researcher asked the respondents to rank the following
teaching tools on their learning effectiveness from one to six, six being the least effective,
one being the most effective: training; brochures / printed materials; video; website; list
serve/email message; and targeted visitor tour and lodging operator events (e.g.
conferences and meetings). These are tools that NOAA Fisheries has used in the past to
educate stakeholders about the Hawaiian monk seal. Two respondents both chose
“videos” and “trainings” as two of their top three methods for learning effectiveness.
Although the other respondent misunderstood the question and ranked each example on a
one-to-six scale, he also ranked “trainings” as being an effective learning tool, assigning
it a “2.” All three respondents ranked “emails” and “targeted events” at the bottom of the
learning effectiveness scale. The following is a summary of the discussion that followed
the ranking.
Training:
All respondents agreed that conducting some sort of training with staff members
about the Hawaiian monk seal would be the most effective method for educating the staff
members. The common reason given was that conducting trainings would allow NOAA
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to directly engage with the staff and help them create an emotional connection with the
topic:
“The most effective would be training. Because I think that is the
best way to communicate with people is to get them engaged and
get them interacting and get them actually learning about anything
you are trying to teach them and hopefully incite some passion
because the people who are going to communicate the most
information are the people that are passionate about it or that have
some emotional attachment to it.”
Video:
One respondent from the hotel industry commented that she likes
videos because she is a visual learner and suggested that including videos
in a training would be the ideal learning scenario for someone like herself.
The tour operator respondent commented that a video would be a good
way to relay information to customers, but did not comment on their
effectiveness with her fellow staff.
Brochure / Printed materials:
The tour operator respondent responded positively to the use of brochures and
printed materials for learning. She commented that she liked brochures and printed
materials because she could use them as “a quick reference.” She mentioned specifically
that the business card – sized outreach material given out by NOAA Fisheries and partner
groups with information on what to do and who to call when you see a Hawaiian monk
seal is especially helpful. The lodging operators saw brochures and printed materials as a
way to impart information, but did not think that on their own a brochure or printed
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material would be enough to create a learner that would want to pass along that
information to their clients:
“I don’t think that you are going to achieve that emotional
attachment through these other means. …just reading a flyer, okay,
now I know a little bit of information, but what compels me right
now to communicate that information to other people?”
List serve /email:
The lodging operator respondents viewed mass emails as being the least effective
way for educating visitor industry staff; however they did comment on the value of email
if it was targeted to a specific person or group:
“If you sent her an email, you get into their system and then the
email would be effective. It would not be effective if you just
email blast everyone in the Sheraton.”
The tour operator commented on the benefits of emails in passing along information, but
did not comment on mass emails. Rather she referenced her positive experiences with an
individual at NOAA who would keep her abreast of Hawaiian monk seal concerns in the
area through email.
“Emails. Those are super handy, too. Whenever there is some kind of
situation, like when a seal kept showing up in the area and they were
afraid that she was interacting with fishermen or getting too friendly, so
they did a public service announcement and it was a good way for me to
communicate.”
Website and Targeted events:
The discussion with the lodging operators did not reveal any information about
their thoughts on the effectiveness of websites or targeted events for educating visitor
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industry staff. The tour operator spoke positively of the NOAA Fisheries Hawaiian monk
seal webpage as something she references frequently. She also mentioned “targeted
events” as being an effective tool for educating not only business staff, but also school
groups, particularly when attending a staff meeting is not a possibility:
“Events are good, too. Those are things you can invite businesses
or school groups to, especially if you can't do a staff meeting. We
have our eco-nights.”
What are some ideas you have for getting appropriate information to “incidental ecotourists” before they unexpectedly encounter a Hawaiian monk seal?
Since the tour operator respondent did not seem to understand the concept of an
“Incidental eco-tourist” the researcher did not ask the follow-up questions regarding ideas
to reach this type of visitor. The researcher did ask the question of the lodging operators
who suggested to reach in incidental eco-tourist where an interaction might occur by 1)
giving information to the staff delivering the goods and services on the beach to visitors,
such as the company renting surfboards and paddleboards to visitors, and asking them to
pass it along; and 2) increasing the number of signs on the beach. They cited the jellyfish
warning sign as a good example of how signs on the beach can be effective way of
educating those who may not be aware that they could get stung by jelly fish by entering
the water:
“More signage on the beaches, because you guys have direct
access to that. I know what is effective is the simple
communications when we stick the sign in the beach that says
‘Warning – Jellyfish.’ And it’s got a big red X in it. It is simple
but it is effective. ‘Don't do this.’ That is like the universal sign
for don't go in the water.”
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They went on to recommend that any signage must reach both English and non-English
speaking visitors and have a simple message. “No Diving” signs in their pool area, for
example, include a large graphic with a red X and the words “No Diving” in both English
and Japanese at the bottom. They claim that signs are effective because they get a
message out to multiple visitors at one time and it is a simple message. Visitors that
disobey signs like the ones around their pool, most likely see the signs, but choose not to
obey them:
“Signs are definitely more effective than no signs… Yes, I think
that whether they comply with the information that is on the sign
or not they still are taking that information in in droves. Like the
"no diving" signs. We have them all over the pool deck and we
don't have a lot of diving. We have the one person that dives in
but they probably saw the sign anyways and are still breaking the
rules.”
“Post-visit action” Resources Questions:
The researcher asked the Tour and Lodging respondents a series of questions
relating to “post-visit action” resources. All of the respondents commented that their
respective companies do offer follow up outreach to visitors. The lodging operators
commented that their company does it in the form of sending emails about hotel deals
and specials to guests following a hotel stay. The tour operator responded that they use
social media to keep in touch with visitors, posting photos and announcements on their
Facebook page. Visitors learn about the Facebook page from tour guides who mention
the Facebook page while on a tour and the company gives a special discount when
anyone “likes” the company’s Facebook page.
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All participants responded positively to the idea of offering post-visit action
resources created by NOAA Fisheries related to Hawaiian monk seal conservation and
responsible wildlife viewing to their guests. However, the respondents did not see the
need or effectiveness of giving out such information to visitors unless there was a good
chance of a visitor actually seeing a seal. Situations where the respondents agreed would
be appropriate to offer post-visit action resources included when a seal is hauled out on a
beach or known to be in the area. The tour operator also suggested that the information
would be more relevant to return customers and customers with a kayak at their vacation
rental.
The respondents all agreed that some sort of sign would be a good way to reach
visitors with any extra information about Hawaiian monk seals. One suggestion was
including information about the seal sighting and the seal on the sign. Another
suggestion was using the sign as a way to promote a Facebook page dedicated to
Hawaiian monk seals:
“If you had a sign, the sign is a onetime investment. That is your
billboard…have it say, ‘Please don't touch me I am resting, but you
can join me on Facebook and take me home with you.’”
The hotel operators also discussed the value of using social media with visitors, such as
Facebook and blogs. They mentioned that social media would be especially effective
with the Japanese visitor population because they are constantly using technology.
Finally they suggested keeping the material fun, like handing out seal shaped business
cards with information and making sure that whatever the resources is, it creates “an
emotional attachment.”
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Review of current NOAA Fisheries outreach material:
The researcher showed an example NOAA Fisheries outreach material targeted at
the visitor audience with the tour and lodging respondents (see Appendix E). The flyer
was developed to help educate visitors in a resort area where seals beginning to haul out
on a more frequent basis. It was developed with the visitor target audience in mind;
however, no plan was developed on how to distribute the flyers. All the respondents
spoke positively of the flyer. They also offered constructive feedback on the information
presented and the flyer distribution plan.
Although the tour operator respondent didn’t seem to have a concern about the
amount of information presented in the flyer, she did feel that “Please keep your
distance” was not sufficient information for keeping people a safe distance away from
seals. She suggested instead using an image that showed an appropriate distance to
convey that message. The lodging operators thought there was too much information on
the flyer. The lodging operators liked the photo and thought it would draw in the visitor,
but that only people who were interested in the seals would read the flyer. Finally the
lodging operators were unclear on the target audience for the flyer, and suggested that
when developing informational fliers for hotels that there should be separate versions for
the concierge and the guests. The concierge staff, one respondent explained, needs to
understand from the flyer that there is specific information they should be passing along
to guests:
“If you give this to a concierge, they are like, ‘Oh great. Now I
know a little more about a Hawaiian monk seal’ and they will go
on communicating other information, because you never ask them
to share this information to people. At least that is not clear to
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me.”
When it came to flyer distribution, the tour operator respondent thought it was a
nice size because NOAA Fisheries could easily email it out to partners who could then
print them out and suggested creating versions that would be legible if printed in black
and white. She felt the flyer would also be easy to distribute at her store: “We could put
them on the counter and people could just take one if need be.”
The lodging operator respondents viewed the size of the flyer and its potential for
distribution differently than the tour operator respondent. They commented that the
8.5”X11” shape of the flyer is actually the wrong size for a tourist industry flyer which
would make them difficult to distribute to visitors:
“When we used to have them (flyers) at our desks, people would
come up all the time and just look at the flyers and pick the ones
that looked interesting. So if it were like yours, I don't know how
someone could take it out of a rack. It would have to be someone
actually handing it to them.”
The explained that the size would also be challenging for a concierge:
“If you give this to a concierge what they are going to do is they
are going to put it right in their filing cabinet. This is not a
portable size for them.”
Flyers, they explained need to fit hotel information racks and concierge files; and typical
visitor industry flyers are half the size of the example flyer that was presented to them.
Combined Visitors Bureau and Tour and Lodging Operator Questions
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The researcher asked both the visitors bureau respondents and tour and lodging
operator respondents to comment on what they thought were visitors’ top three interests
and top three needs. Table 13 depicts the themes that emerged.
Table 13: Emergent themes regarding Interests and needs of visitors
What are the top three interests of visitors?
Theme
Example Quote

Natural environment

“In general I think they come because this is
paradise.”
Shopping
“And there are those that come to O`ahu because
they can go shopping. Shopping has become a huge
thing for us, especially on O`ahu.”
Culture
“They are coming here because of the people, the
culture.”
What are the top three needs of visitors?
Theme
Example Quote

Safety
Information to guide trip

Experiences

Car

“At the top of the list though is water safety.”
“They typically need collateral maps, planning guides,
and these kinds of things to help them…because
while websites are wonderful and great to check out
before you come, when you get here you will find
them carrying all the brochures that are in the racks
because they want to know where to go.”
“They need to take away a sense of having
experienced something. Something more - we are
not a resort destination. You are not going to a
resort and that is your bubble. All the mixtures of
cultures have so much to teach. Different
experiences here. Art, culture, volunteerism, things
about that place.”
“They need a car. We are not a walking destination,
except within the resort maybe, so they need a car.”

Number of
Related
Comments
5
5

4

Number of
Related
Comments
4
4

How do you see the Hawaiian monk seal relating to visitor interests and needs?
The researcher also asked the respondents how they saw the Hawaiian monk seal
relating to the needs and interests of visitors. The general response from all those that
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3

1

responded was that visitors would definitely have a unique experience and be interested
in seeing and learning about Hawaiian monk seals in the event that they encountered
one. The lodging operators also pointed out that because Hawaiian monk seals are so
rare they do not currently relate to the interests and needs of the visitors they work with.
If the monk seal population increased to the point that there was a high probability that a
visitor from their resort would see or interact with one, at that point information about
seals would be more pertinent:
“We are looking at developing some informational materials that
we are going to provide our guests. In that informational material
we are going to include information about the sea turtles, jelly fish,
and wana. These are things that they interact with, have a
probability of interacting with in the water. Now, if that
probability is somewhat proportionate to monk seals as well then
of course the information is then more pertinent.”
Suggestions on how NOAA Fisheries can effectively partner with tour and lodging
operators:
The researcher asked the respondents to offer suggestions on the most effective
ways NOAA Fisheries could partner with tour and lodging operators on visitor education
and outreach about the Hawaiian monk seal. Table 14 is a list of themes that transpired
out of their suggestions along with summaries of specific examples related to each theme.
Table 14: Effective ways NOAA Fisheries can partner with the visitor industry
Theme
Number of times
mentioned
Consider needs of the business
10
 Reach out during the most opportune time for the business (i.e.
during the “off” season visitor months like September)
 Package the message (include content and images) so it is easy to
implement into business’ outreach materials
 Communicate with a business like they are potential customers and
you are “selling” your message
 When reaching out to concierge services, develop a flier for them
similar to other vendor fliers
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Build relationships with industry businesses
 Maintain communication; reach out at least once or twice per year
 Offer to be a guest speaker and give updates a couple times a year
 Ask the business what they need and how NOAA can help them
Target businesses where seal information would be relevant
 Businesses in areas where monk seals are commonly seen, including
restaurants and stores frequented by visitors
 Water sports companies
 Surf schools
 Beach staff (i.e. “Beach Boys” services) at hotels
 Businesses that run visitor activities
 Business selling monk seal products
 Tour guides
Make strategic connections within a business
 People that are passionate about monk seals or the environment
 Departments that are in charge of engaging with the community
 Source who is conveying information to guests
 Hotel concierge services
Build relationships with the media that talks to the visitor
 People who run in-room publication and media
 In-flight magazine editors, publishers
 Developers of print ads for activity brochures and guides where
monk seals commonly are seen
 Developers of Public Service Announcements
Include the local community
 Get endorsements from community organizations
 Tell the industry that your program is something you are doing for
the community
Approach industry with a comprehensive message from NOAA
 Make sure message is consistent with other NOAA line offices

7

7

6

5

3

3

A few of the participants also recommended specific visitor industry groups or
businesses as potential partners for NOAA Fisheries. Table 15 is a list of these
operators, including specific names and titles if they were referenced by the participant.
The HCVB representatives that were interviewed responded positively to building
relationships with NOAA Fisheries for monk seal visitor education and are also included
in Table 15.
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Table 15: Potential Visitor Industry Partners
Island
Visitor Industry Group / Business
O`ahu

O`ahu Visitors Bureau

O`ahu
O`ahu
O`ahu
O`ahu

Royal Hawaiian, A Luxury Collection Resort
Royal Hawaiian, A Luxury Collection Resort
Sheraton Waikīkī
Sheraton Waikīkī

O`ahu

Aqua Hotels

O`ahu
Kaua`i
Kaua`i
Kaua`i
Maui
Maui

Hard Rock Cafe
Po’ipu Beach Resort Association
Kaua`i Visitors Bureau
Kaua`i Chamber of Commerce
Maui Visitors Bureau
Coral Reef Alliance

Contact (Note: Names are listed
below if they were mentioned in the
interview)
Noelani Schilling-Wheeler, Senior
Director of Sales and Marketing
Kelly Hoen, General Manager
Waikīkī Beach Boys
Director of Concierge Services
Thelma Kam, Director of Cultural
Services at Starwood Hotels in
Waikīkī
Beth Churchill, SVP Sales &
Marketing at Aqua Hospitality
Jody Kjeldsen, Executive Director
Sue Kanoho, Executive Director
Terryl Vencl, Executive Director
Liz Foote, Hawai`i Field Manager
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CHAPTER FIVE
RECOMMENDATIONS
The long hours put in by NOAA Fisheries Marine Mammal Response Network
(MMRN) program, along with its partner volunteer organizations, such as the Monk Seal
Foundation (MSF) and Kaua`i Monk Seal Hui, almost ensure that majority of visitors that
encounter Hawaiian monk seals on popular visitor beaches will receive accurate
information through interpretation by NOAA Fisheries staff, volunteers or signs placed
near seals. As seal populations in the islands increase, however, volunteers educating
visitors on the ground may not prove to be the most sustainable solution to preventing
seal harassment or maintaining human safety.
Currently educational programming about the Hawaiian monk seal conducted
through other means, such as hotels, tour operators and visitor travel information portals
is sporadic, challenging for visitors to find, and sometimes misinformed. The analysis of
thirty interviews with representatives from NOAA Fisheries MMRN program, visitor
industry staff, and marine education organization communities confirm the conclusions
from the SRGII survey that there is a deficiency in the educational programming about
the Hawaiian monk seal geared to visitors and the visitor industry. A recent survey
report, “Understanding Hawai`i’s visitor attitudes, knowledge, and behaviors to develop a
public service announcement to reduce wildlife harassment” (Bernstein, Courbis,
Herman, Watson, & Reiser, 2012) also echoes some of the findings in this needs
assessment as well as provides additional evidence that there is a need for more visitor
education about the Hawaiian monk seal and other wildlife. For example, the results
from this online survey of 241 potential visitors to Hawai`i from North America agreed
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with results from the SRGII survey that visitors are generally unaware of marine
conservation laws protecting wildlife. 66% of the respondents in this survey answered
“No” when asked “Are you aware of any laws affecting Hawai`i’s marine wildlife?
(Bernstein, Courbis, Herman, Watson, & Reiser, 2012, p. 12). The survey respondents
also reported that they were interested in viewing wildlife while traveling to Hawai`i (pp.
4-5), which echoes the many comments by the needs assessment respondents that visitors
enjoy viewing Hawaiian monk seals. Interestingly, the respondents with the highest
levels of concern for, and interest in viewing wildlife, reported out as also the most likely
to harass wildlife (pp. 6-7).
The following list of needs and recommended solutions reflect the common
themes revealed through the needs assessment process. The recommendations offer a
road map for how NOAA Fisheries and its partners should move forward with monk seal
education for the visitor community to help ensure visitors and Hawaiian monk seals coexist safely in the future. Although the researcher took into account feasibility and
importance in developing the recommendations, it should be noted that the needs and
recommendations are not listed in any order of priority. Prior to implementing any
recommendations, NOAA Fisheries should consider evaluating the list and setting criteria
to rank each need’s importance and feasibility. The authors of Designing education
projects: A comprehensive approach to needs assessment, project planning and
implementation, and evaluation (2009) recommend using “Sork’s Priority Setting
Criteria” for this purpose (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 2009, p.
21).
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Need: Visitors should have knowledge about Hawaiian monk seals and responsible
viewing before they arrive in Hawai`i.
Recommendation: Request travel guide book authors and online travel booking
sites to help NOAA Fisheries create awareness about the Hawaiian monk seal
and responsible viewing to potential visitors to Hawai`i.
A reoccurring theme during the interviews was the importance of
educating visitors before they see a monk seal, and, if possible, before they even
arrive in Hawai`i.

A first step with minimal cost to NOAA Fisheries would be to

reach out to the authors and webmasters of popular travel guides and online travel
sights and ask that they include correct information about the Hawaiian monk seal
and viewing guidelines in their publications. SRGII also made this
recommendation as a result of their survey results (Sustainable Resources Group
Intn'l, Inc., 2011, p. 24). It is also important to note that the majority of the
respondents in the Bernstein et al. survey viewed guidebook authors as being the
most “trustworthy, knowledgeable, and honest” sources for learning about
Hawai`i’s wildlife (Bernstein, Courbis, Herman, Watson, & Reiser, 2012, p. 12).
“Local residents” ranked at the bottom of the list, with only 1% of the respondents
finding them extremely “trustworthy, knowledgeable, and honest” sources for
learning about Hawai`i’s wildlife, and 55% ranking them as not being a good
source of information at all (n=241). Celebrities and concierge services ranked at
the bottom of the list (p.12). A Google search for “Online travel guide” lists
Fodors (www.fodors.com), Lonely Planet (www.Lonelyplanet.com), and
Frommers (www.frommers.com) as the top three sites. A Google search using the
terms “Hawai`i trip planner” brings up www.goHawai`i.com, www.Hawai`i.com
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and www.Hawai`i-guide.com as the top three visited travel websites for planning
trips to Hawai`i.
Many of the online travel booking sites, such as TripAdvisor, also include
lists of popular travel blogs or maintain their own blogs. The TripAdvisor
website has links to over ten blogs geared to someone planning a trip to Hawai`i
(Hawaii: Best Hawaii Blogs, 2014). Spending a small amount of time every three
or four months reviewing popular blog sites for misinformation about Hawaiian
monk seals or contacting blog authors requesting them to include information
about Hawaiian monk seals would be another low cost way NOAA Fisheries
could increase awareness about Hawaiian monk seals to visitors before they arrive
in the islands and help ensure accurate information is being passed around
through the online community. YouTube is social media site where potential
visitors to Hawai`i may view videos of irresponsible viewing and harassment of
Hawaiian monk seals, creating the wrong expectation for wildlife viewing
practices when they arrive in Hawai`i. In January of 2014, NOAA Fisheries staff
dedicated primarily to Hawaiian spinner dolphin issues developed a social media
strategy to “1) identify and address videos posted on social media websites that
are in conflict with marine mammal conservation efforts and/or activities that are
prohibited by the Marine Mammal Protection Act; and 2) use social media as a
tool to provide positive outreach messages about marine mammal
conservation…” (NOAA Fisheries, Pacific Islands Regional Office, 2014, p. 1).
NOAA Fisheries staff dedicated to Hawaiian monk seal education and outreach
should use the drafted social media strategy as template to build one for monk
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seal social media outreach, or request to broaden the scope of the current strategy
to include marine mammal videos in conflict with activities prohibited by the
Endangered Species Act (ESA).
Educating visitors about Hawaiian monk seals and responsible viewing
practices on airplanes bound for Hawai`i, specifically through a Public Service
Announcement (PSA) video, was a popular recommendation for reaching visitors
before they get to Hawai`i. Although developing a PSA for airplanes would
certainly be a good way to get information about the Hawaiian monk seal to
thousands of Hawai`i bound travelers, the researcher does not recommend NOAA
Fisheries attempt to move forward with developing a PSA on its own specifically
about Hawaiian monk seals. A larger overarching message about how to interact
in Hawai`i’s special environments would be a more marketable message to pitch
to an airline. For example, the message that Hawai`i is considered the endangered
species capital of the world is a powerful one that would possibly fit with
messages from other agencies, private companies and non-profits working in the
conservation field. Since developing a PSA for inbound Hawai`i flights is not a
new idea, partners like these could also offer lessons they may have learned in
trying to do something similar. The State visitor industry agency, the Hawai`i
Tourism Authority (HTA), also must be involved in any plans to develop a PSA
and would be a good resource to offer thoughts on the viability and potential costs
of creating a PSA for inbound flights.
Revising the mandatory “State of Hawai`i Department of Agriculture
Plant and Animal Declaration Form” (see Appendix F) to include laws related to
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protected species was another method mentioned in the interviews to educate
visitors on in bound flights to Hawai`i about the Hawaiian monk seal. According
to social marketing research, when people agree to a small request, such as
signing their name on a form, it will lead them to then agree to a much larger
request, which in the example above would be heeding all wildlife laws and
regulations. Doug Mackenzie-Mohr explains why this works with the “Self
Perception Theory” in his book, Fostering sustainable behavior: An introduction
to community-based social marketing: “Self Perception Theory…suggests that if
we can provide opportunities for people to engage in sustainable behaviors
conveniently, the very act of engaging these behaviors will shape their attitudes,”
(McKenzie-Mohr, 2011, p. 47) This recommendation is worth investigating since
it could be done with potentially minimal cost to NOAA Fisheries and reach large
number of visitors. The researcher is not aware of the due process needed for
revising the declaration form or creating a similar form focused on protected
species laws. NOAA Fisheries should work with its non-profit and State partners
to research the steps needed to implement this recommendation.
Another way to potentially reach travel authors and travel agents that
spread information to potential travelers to Hawai`i is through relationships built
with the visitor bureaus on each island. According to the responses from two of
the O`ahu and Kaua`i visitor bureau representatives, their offices conduct
trainings with travel agencies and host press tours for travel writers throughout the
year. Building and maintaining a strong relationship with the visitor bureaus
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would increase NOAA Fisheries’ awareness of these events and potential access
to them.
Need: Visitors should be educated about the Hawaiian monk seal and responsible
viewing before encountering a seal on a beach.
Recommendation: Partner with marine education centers and programs that
reach large numbers of visitors.
A relatively low cost strategy to reach large volumes of visitors once they
have gotten to the islands is to get information to them at already established and
popular marine education centers and attractions. On O`ahu these locations
would include Hanauma Bay (800,000 visitors per year); Laniakea Beach
(630,000 visitors per year); Waikīkī Aquarium (300,000 visitors per year) and Sea
Life Park (200,000 visitors per year). On Maui, the Maui Ocean Center receives
over 400,000 visitors annually (About Maui Ocean Center, 2013) and on Hawai`i
Island, 50,000 people are educated by Reef Teach volunteers at the Kohala
Center’s Kahalu`u Beach Education Center. Due to the current low numbers of
Hawaiian monk seals in the main Hawaiian Islands, visitors are only guaranteed
to see captive seals on display at Sea Life Park and Waikīkī Aquarium. However,
NOAA Fisheries could work with the educational programs at all of these
locations on possible ways to include information about the Hawaiian monk seal
such as offering staff training about the Hawaiian monk seal or developing
interpretive displays. Table 8 in Chapter 4 lists websites and contacts of these
and other organizations that were interested in partnering with NOAA on monk
seal education.
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Hawaiian monk seal educational programming already exists at some of
these marine education centers. For example, the Waikīkī Aquarium offers daily
interpretive talks about Hawaiian monk seals as well as a class offered twice a
month called “Meet the Monk Seals.” In this class geared for ages seven and up
participants learn about wild monk seals, are introduced to the captive seals at the
facility, and participate in seal enrichment activities with the captive seals. The
Monk Seal Foundation (MSF) also has volunteers staffing Hawaiian monk seal
outreach tables at the Maui Ocean Center twice a month for four hours (P.
Wardell, personal communications, 4.12.14) and at Sea Life Park on O`ahu every
Saturday. Visitors to the MSF outreach display have opportunities to view monk
seals on Rabbit Island using spotting scopes. Visitors also learn about the
Hawaiian monk seal natural history, hear stories about individual seals, and are
offered opportunities to help with the recovery of the monk seal population. MSF
educated 594 park guests over the course of the first two months of the Sea Life
program in 2013 (H. Weber, personal communications, 4.14.14). NOAA
Fisheries should not only support but also promote these and other similar types
of programming.
Recommendation: Engage visitor industry staff in monk seal recovery and
education efforts in locations frequented by monk seals.
The majority of the MMRN respondents relayed that partnering with
visitor tour and lodging operators has helped their seal management efforts on
beaches heavily visited by tourists. Key people they have built relationships with
in the past were those people most directly involved with educating visitors about
marine recreation activities like those working at activity rental kiosks fronting
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hotels, as well as the nearby dive and snorkel companies. The greatest challenge,
the MMRN respondents explained, is having enough time to maintain those
relationships and keep up with the naturally high turn-over in the visitor industry.
NOAA Fisheries should continue to support the MMRN efforts and build
a strategy to successfully build and maintain relationships with visitor tour and
lodging operators specifically in areas frequently visited by monk seals. The
following are suggested steps for such a strategy. The steps reflect
recommendations from various interview respondents as well as effective
education and outreach methods revealed in the literature review.
1. Choose one particular hot spot for seal-visitor encounters.
2. List potential tour and lodging operators in the area that might be
interested communicating information about Hawaiian monk seals to
their clients.
3. Find key people within these companies that are designated to assist
with environmental or community concerns or those who are
individually passionate about conservation. One contact at a business
could lead to several more contacts at other nearby businesses as
people working in the visitor industry often know their counterparts at
other hotels or tour companies.
4. Help these staff members create an emotional connection with
Hawaiian monk seals through offering in person trainings if possible.
The trainings should include visual elements, like video of Hawaiian
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monk seals, as well as personal stories of individual seals that frequent
the area.
5. Empower the individuals by asking for their help in some sort of monk
seal recovery effort. Many of MMRN staff and volunteers have had
positive experiences involving hotel staff in setting up seal protection
zones and with tour operators calling in seal sightings. Other potential
ways to involve visitor industry staff in monk seal recovery efforts
might include inviting them to participate in a seal tagging or
bleaching, or review Hawaiian monk seal National Geographic
Crittercam footage.
6. Visitor industry staff members who are emotionally connected to
Hawaiian monk seals and feel like they are personally helping
recovery efforts will likely be motivated to pass on information about
Hawaiian monk seals to their clients. Many hotels and tour operators,
however, will not have the tools or materials to do monk seal
education and outreach. NOAA Fisheries should work with the
individual businesses and ask what education and outreach needs they
have, understanding that often businesses will want outreach materials
to include their branding. Anticipating this need, NOAA Fisheries
could prepare something similar to a press-kit that includes content,
graphics and images to have available for industry businesses.
7. Take the time maintain a personal connection with the key individuals
and other staff they may recommend at their business. Contact key
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individuals every six months to update them on any new information
and ask them if they need anything.
8. Recognize those hotels and businesses that help with recovery efforts
and/or offer Hawaiian monk seal education programming with their
clients. Recognition could be in the form of Certificates of
Participation or Appreciation, or name recognition on a NOAA
Fisheries public site, such as a blog, newsletter or twitter post. Ideally
when NOAA Fisheries recognizes businesses that are pro-actively
educating their guests about Hawaiian monk seals neighboring
businesses will be encouraged to do the same.
9. Applying any lessons learned from above the strategy for one monk
seal-visitor hot spot, pick another area and work through the steps
again, adapting along the way as necessary.
In addition to working with the visitor industry businesses, NOAA
Fisheries should also spend time developing and maintaining relationships with
the visitor bureaus on each island. These groups have close connections to the
various hotels and tour operators on each island as well as publishers and media
that communicate about the islands to potential visitors. The respondents
interviewed from the O`ahu, Maui, and Kaua`i visitor bureaus were open and
interested to continuing a dialog with NOAA Fisheries regarding monk seals and
visitors. A list of these respondents and contact information can be found in
Table 15.
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Recommendation: Establish relationships with the media sources that “talk” to
the visitor.
Luckily for NOAA Fisheries and other state and federal agencies trying to
reach the visitor target audience with information, there are already media portals
that have been established to reach visitors when they are in Hawai`i to help
market the islands and businesses. NOAA Fisheries should reach out to these
companies and request that information about the Hawaiian monk seal be
included when relevant or review information in publications and videos if it
already exists. Example companies include those that run the in-room
publications and media at hotels; in-flight magazines for airlines bound for
Hawai`i; and visitor activity guide magazines. An example of such a relationship
already exists with the Four Seasons Resorts on the island of Lana`i. The hotels
worked with NOAA Fisheries to produce an in-room public service
announcement (PSA) related to responsible viewing of Hawaiian monk seals and
spinner dolphins. NOAA Fisheries also provided feedback to their State of
Hawai`i partners on the development of responsible wildlife viewing PSA’s
which included information about viewing Hawaiian monk seals. The PSA’s
were developed with a grant from the Hawai`i Tourism Authority (HTA) with
plans to include them in hotel rooms across the islands. According to one of the
leads on the project, Elia Herman, State Co-Manager of the Hawaiian Islands
Humpback Whale National Marine Sanctuary, as of April 2014, the HTA was still
in the planning stages of placing the videos in hotel rooms (E. Herman, personal
communication, April 8, 2014).
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Messaging and stories about Hawaiian monk seals in in-flight magazines
bound for Hawai`i would offer NOAA Fisheries the opportunity to reach a captive
audience of visitors with messaging about the Hawaiian monk seal. The
Hawaiian Airlines magazine, Hana Hou, is a popular in-flight magazine that has
included several feature articles about the Hawaiian monk seals in the past.
NOAA Fisheries should continue to tap this resource for exposure to the many
visitors traveling interisland and from the continental U.S. “Cultural Differences”
was a common theme throughout the interviews regarding why some visitors may
inadvertently harass monk seals. Visitors from other countries, and even other
parts of the United States, arrive with culturally different views of how humans
and wildlife should co-exist. Reaching other national and international in-flight
magazines bound for Hawai`i would help address potential cultural differences
that may lead to Hawaiian monk seal harassment, setting expectations before
visitors arrive in the islands.
When visitors arrive in Hawai`i they need information about places to
dine, entertainment and activities. Popular, free, and readily available tourist
activity guides, such as the 101 Things To Do magazines are great opportunities to
include information about the Hawaiian monk seal. Good examples of Hawaiian
monk seal messaging already exist in two of these publications. For example, 101
Things To Do Kaua`i highlights Hawaiian monk seals in a column entitled “#63
Spot a Monk Seal” in its September 2013 issue (Oahu Publications, Inc., 2013, p.
91). The half page column includes a photo and information about the monk seal
population, the volunteers that watch over the seals on the beach, responsible
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viewing guidelines, and phone numbers to call to report a seal sighting or
harassment. Another popular free guidebook series, Spotlight on Hawai`i, also
includes information about viewing Hawaiian monk seals in the April-June 2014
Kaua`i edition (Honolulu Publishing Company, Ltd., 2014, p. 18) as does the
Kaua`i edition of the Go Hawai`i series island travel planners produced by the
HTA (Hawaii Tourism Authority, 2014-2015, p. 18). NOAA Fisheries should
reach out to these and similar publications and request information about the
Hawaiian monk seal also to be included in guidebooks for the other Hawaiian
Islands.
Need: Local residents need to buy-in to monk seal educational programming.
Recommendation: Engage local communities and community organizations that
live in resort and tourist areas frequented by Hawaiian monk seals.
A prevalent theme throughout the research interviews was the importance
of getting buy-in on monk seal awareness and education programming from local
communities and organizations. This would potentially involve meeting with
these organizations, offering them information about the Hawaiian monk seal and
giving them opportunities to get engaged in recovery efforts through volunteering
or calling the monk seal sightings hot line. Example community organizations
could include civics clubs, rotary clubs, community centers, and non-profits.
Since it is challenging to reach all communities around the Hawaiian Islands,
NOAA Fisheries should initially focus on heavily visited tourist areas where seals
commonly haul out. The support from local communities will not only create
more awareness and extend the reach of potential educators on the beach; it will
also strengthen the credibility of an educational program within a community.
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The Kaua`i Monk Seal Watch program, for example, has successfully reached out
to a large part of the visitor community on the island of Kaua`i. The interview
respondent from the program suggested that one key to their success has been
getting endorsements from community groups like the Po’ipu Beach Association
and the Kaua`i Visitor’s Bureau and sharing those endorsements with potential
visitor education partners.
Need: Visitors need a “post-visit action” resource to keep them engaged in monk seal
stewardship and conservation.
Recommendation: Ensure visitors that had the opportunity to see a monk seal
while in Hawai`i go have access to tools to learn more and share what they
learned with their family and friends.
Similar to how NOAA Fisheries can leverage relationships with visitor
industry staff to help get information out to visitors about Hawaiian monk seals,
NOAA Fisheries can make sure visitors themselves have easy and ample
opportunities to share what they learn with their friends and family back home.
Giving visitors opportunities to learn more and share their knowledge will also
keep them engaged in monk seal stewardship and conservation. A simple method
to do this would be to develop small take home items MMRN volunteers and
other partners can distribute to visitors when they see a Hawaiian monk seal. An
example product that a few respondents commented as being effective is a
bookmark. A monk seal bookmark could include information about Hawaiian
monk seals and links to websites about Hawaiian monk seals.
NOAA Fisheries should also take advantage of the power of social media
in spreading information and engaging visitors. For example, Hawaiian monk
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seal signs could also include quick response (QR) codes that link to a monk sealfocused Facebook page. MMRN volunteers and partners watching over seals
could explain to visitors that, although they need to keep their distance from seals
in person, they can become “friends” with the seals on Facebook. The Facebook
page would not only play a role in creating and maintaining an emotional
connection with monk seals that could be shared easily across the nation and
globe, but also offer a portal to reinforce responsible viewing messages. Sharing
Hawaiian monk seal facts and faces via Twitter and Instagram would also be
other effective ways to use social media to spread information about Hawaiian
monk seals to the visitor community and their contacts.
Need: Current educational materials and programs need to consider needs and interests
of the visitor target audience.
Recommendation: Review respondents’ recommendations and tips regarding
current monk seal signage and interpretation techniques.
The MMRN staff and volunteers work tirelessly to get information to
visitors particularly when a seal is hauled up on a beach. Although the afore
mentioned recommendations would improve awareness and understanding about
the Hawaiian monk seal by visitors, seeing a seal on a beach is going to be the
most powerful and memorable experience for a visitor. Respondents from the
marine organizations, tour operators, and members of the MMRN program shared
ideas for improving current signage messaging and tips for communicating
effectively with visitors. The common theme that emerged throughout their
recommendations was that signs and interpretation relevant to a seal haul out
should not only connect emotionally to visitors but also be a positive experience.
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Table 11: Messaging Tips offers recommendations specific to tone, content,
delivery methods, and managing non-English speakers.
Need: NOAA Fisheries and partners need to build and maintain relationships with the
visitor industry community.
Recommendation: Dedicate a staff member or volunteer on each island solely to
Hawaiian monk seal education and outreach.
NOAA Fisheries staff, MMRN coordinators, and partner organizations on
the different islands do their best to balance their outreach efforts with responding
to seal haul outs and other marine mammal concerns. However, visitor education
and outreach efforts, and relationship building within the visitor industry are often
short-lived due to a lack of time and resources. For Hawaiian monk seal
education and outreach in the visitor community to gain momentum, NOAA
Fisheries and other line offices; the State of Hawai`i; and other partners should
consider creating paid or volunteer positions dedicated solely to Hawaiian monk
seal outreach and education on each island. This person could focus on visitor
and resident outreach efforts, but also build and maintain the needed relationships
with the visitor industry and marine education organizations.
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Appendix A
Interview Questions: Marine Education Organizations
Interview Questions: Key Informants from Marine Education Organizations
Preamble:
My name is Jennifer Metz and I am doing a “needs assessment” research project for my Masters
degree in Environmental Education at the University of Wisconsin Stevens Point. It is an online
program that I am completing while working full time as an employee of the research
Corporation of the University of Hawai`i.
My research is seeking to answer the question, “How can NOAA Fisheries Service improve its
outreach and education programming to create a visitor community that is aware of Hawaiian
monk seals and exhibits stewardship behaviors when encountering Hawaiian monk seals?”
Using previously collected survey data from the 2010 “Public perceptions and Attitudes about
the Hawaiian monk seal,” a literature review on current theories and practices related to
educating visitors, a focus group with commercial tour and lodging operators, and interviews
with NOAA Fisheries staff and volunteers as well as with key informants from marine-related
non-profits that educate the visitor population I will recommend strategies for how NOAA
Fisheries can improve and increase their efforts for visitor education programming related to
the Hawaiian monk seal.
The questions in this interview will be focused on your experiences with visitors to Hawai`i as
they relate your organization’s education and stewardship goals. The interview should take less
than an hour to complete.
Your responses will be analyzed and used to help develop recommendations for NOAA Fisheries
for future visitor education programming related to the Hawaiian monk seal. An interview
response summary will also be included in the final report and all interviewee names will remain
confidential.
Questions:
1) Can you tell me about your experiences with visitors to Hawai`i as they relate to the
mission of your organization?
2) Why do you think some visitors disregard information provided by a sign or members of
your organization?
3) Why do you think some visitors lack information about the marine environment?
4) Can you tell me about some “lessons learned” in your experiences educating the visitor
population?
5) What are some suggestions that you have for how a federal agency like NOAA Fisheries
can increase the awareness of visitors to Hawaiian monk seals and encourage
stewardship behaviors towards the seals?
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6) Something that I came across in a lot of my literature research was the idea of using
“post-visit action” resources to increase the chances that a visitor would engage in
stewardship practices after they left a protected area or experience where they
practiced stewardship behavior. Example resources might include printed materials like
brochures; or social media, like forums, websites, blogs and Facebook pages. Can you
tell me your experiences using “post-visit action” resources with visitors?
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Appendix B
Interview Questions: Marine Mammal Response Network (MMRN) staff and volunteers

Interview Questions: Key Informants from Marine Mammal Response Network
Preamble:
As you may already know, I am doing a “needs assessment” as my research project for my
Masters degree at the University of Wisconsin Stevens Point. The needs assessment is seeking
to answer the question, “How can NOAA Fisheries Service improve its outreach and education
programming to create a visitor community that is aware of Hawaiian monk seals and exhibits
stewardship behaviors when encountering Hawaiian monk seals?” and offer any recommended
strategies to NOAA Fisheries staff for the development of visitor education programming related
to the Hawaiian monk seal.
The questions in this interview will be focused on your experiences with visitors to Hawai`i and
commercial tour and lodging operators as they relate to Hawaiian monk seal management and
response. The interview should take less than an hour to complete.
Your responses will be analyzed and used to help develop recommendations for NOAA Fisheries
for future visitor education programming related to the Hawaiian monk seal. An interview
response summary will also be included in the final report and all interviewee names will remain
confidential.
Questions:
1) Can you tell me about your experiences with visitors to Hawai`i when you are managing
seals on the beach?
2) Why do you think some visitors disregard information about the Hawaiian monk seal
and responsible viewing of the seal provided by a sign or information from NOAA staff,
like yourself, or volunteers?
3) Why do you think some visitors lack information about the Hawaiian monk seal?
4) What are some suggestions that you have for increasing the awareness of visitors to
Hawaiian monk seals?
5) What are some suggestions that you have for creating a visitor population that makes
responsible decisions around Hawaiian monk seals such as keeping an appropriate
distance from seals while on land and in the water, and not feeding seals?
6) Can you tell me about your experiences with commercial tour and lodging operators
when you are managing seals?
7) Can you describe any successful partnerships that you have established with commercial
and tour operators to help educate visitors about the Hawaiian monk seal that could be
adopted with other commercial and /or tour operators?
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Appendix C
Interview Questions: Visitor Bureaus

Interview Questions: Key Informants – Visitor Bureaus (Kaua`i/O`ahu/Maui)
Preamble:
My name is Jennifer Metz and I am doing a “needs assessment” research project for my Masters
degree in Environmental Education at the University of Wisconsin Stevens Point. It is an online
program that I am completing while working full time as an employee of the research
Corporation of the University of Hawai`i.
My research is seeking to answer the question, “How can NOAA Fisheries Service improve its
outreach and education programming to create a visitor community that is aware of Hawaiian
monk seals and exhibits stewardship behaviors when encountering Hawaiian monk seals?”
Using previously collected survey data from the 2010 “Public perceptions and Attitudes about
the Hawaiian monk seal,” a literature review on current theories and practices related to
educating visitors, a focus group with commercial tour and lodging operators, and interviews
with NOAA Fisheries staff and volunteers as well as with key informants from marine-related
non-profits that educate the visitor population I will recommend strategies for how NOAA
Fisheries can improve and increase their efforts for visitor education programming related to
the Hawaiian monk seal.
The questions in this interview will be focused on your experiences with visitors to Hawai`i as
they relate your organization’s mission. The interview should take less than an hour to
complete.
Your responses will be analyzed and used to help develop recommendations for NOAA Fisheries
for future visitor education programming related to the Hawaiian monk seal. An interview
response summary will also be included in the final report and all interviewee names will remain
confidential.
Questions:
1) Can you describe your organization’s role in getting information out to Hawai`i’s visitors
about Kaua`i/O`ahu/Maui?
2) Can you tell me about some “lessons learned” in your experiences getting messages
across to the visitor population?
3) Does your organization ever offer information specifically about the Hawaiian monk
seals to Kaua`i/O`ahu/Maui’s visitors? If yes, how do you do this?
4) What are some suggestions that you have for how a federal agency like NOAA Fisheries
can increase the awareness of visitors to Hawaiian monk seals and encourage
stewardship behaviors towards the seals?
Tourists, as you know, are a unique target audience. From an educational perspective they can
be included in the category of what are called “free-choice” learners. This term is used to
describe the learning that occurs when it is largely under the choice and control of the learner.
Personal interests and needs drive these learners.
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5) What would you say are the top three interests of visitors that come to Kaua`i?
6) What would you say are the top three needs of visitors that come to Kaua`i?
7) How do you see the Hawaiian monk seal relating to Kaua`i/O`ahu/Maui visitor interests
and needs?
Research has shown that tour guides are a crucial element in conveying conservation messages
and values. Interacting with a tour guide, or perhaps a concierge, may also be the only time
visitors learn conservation-related information.
8) What are some ways that you think NOAA Fisheries can partner with lodging and tour
operators to educate visitors about the Hawaiian monk seal and encourage responsible
viewing of these animals?
9) Are there other agencies or non-profits you would suggest that NOAA Fisheries should
look to as examples for creating such partnerships with lodging and tour operators?
10) How do you see NOAA Fisheries best partnering with your organization to pursue it
mission of increasing awareness of and responsible viewing of Hawaiian monk seals
within the visitor population?
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Appendix D
Focus Group Script: Commercial Tour and Lodging Operators

Hawaiian Monk Seal Visitor Education Programming
Focus Group Script
Instructions:
Before starting the focus group session, the participants will be informed that that the group
session will be recorded to assist the facilitators in collecting and analyzing data from the focus
groups. Prior to recording,
1. the participants will be given a release form to sign; and
2. the facilitators will explain to the participants that after they are finished with analyzing
the focus group data, the recordings will be erased and/or destroyed.
Focus group participants will then be given a brief summary about the needs assessment for
visitor educational programming for the Hawaiian monk seal that the focus group will help
inform. The participants will then be asked the series of questions as listed below.
Script/Questions:
Your participation in this focus group is voluntary and responses are anonymous and
confidential. Any material that might identify you will be destroyed at the end of the study.
Public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average two hours,
including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and
maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information.
Notwithstanding any other provisions of the law, no person is required to respond to, nor shall
any person be subjected to a penalty for failure to comply with, a collection of information
subject to the requirements of the Paperwork Reduction Act, unless that collection of
information displays a currently valid OMB Control Number.






Do you ever see Hawaiian monk seals while on the job with clients? What are
common reactions to seeing the seals?
What do you think your clients know about the Hawaiian monk seal?
Do you ever offer information to your clients about Hawaiian monk seals?
o If yes, when do you offer the information?
o If yes, what do you share with them?
o If no, why don’t you offer information?
Do you ever offer information to your clients about what they should do if they
encounter a Hawaiian monk seal?
o If yes, when do you offer the information?
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o If yes, what information do you offer?
o If no, why don’t you offer information?
Where do you get the information that you offer your clients about the Hawaiian
monk seals or environmental topics in general?
Would you and your staff or co-workers be interested in learning more about the
Hawaiian monk seal that you could then pass on to your clients?
I am going to list methods that NOAA Fisheries currently uses to offer information
about the Hawaiian monk seal to stakeholders. Please write them down and then
rank them from 1-6 – “1” being the most effective way of learning for yourself and
your staff or colleagues and “6” being the least effective way of learning for yourself
and your staff or co-workers.
 Training
 Brochure / Printed materials
 Video
 Website
 Listserv / email message
 Targeted events to access visitor tour and lodging operators such as
conferences and meetings
Please suggest any other methods that would be effective.

BREAK
The term “incidental eco-tourist” was coined by some researchers that followed around visitors
and tour guides at an archeological site in Belize. The researchers noticed that although the
visitors were being well informed about the archeological site, they were not being informed
about the endangered Howler monkeys that also roamed the area. As a result, they
unintentionally disturbed some of the Howler monkey habitat and approached the Howler
monkeys too closely.



Describe situations where visitors that come to Hawai`i could be considered
“incidental eco-tourists.”
What are some ideas you have for getting appropriate information to “incidental
eco-tourists” before they unexpectedly encounter a Hawaiian monk seal?

Tourists, as you know, are a unique target audience. From an educational perspective they can
be included in the category of what are called “free-choice” learners. This term is used to
describe the learning that occurs when it is largely under the choice and control of the learner.
Personal interests and needs drive these learners.




Write down the top three interests of your visitor clients.
Write down the top three needs of your visitor clients.
How do you see the Hawaiian monk seal relating to your visitor interests and needs?
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Research has shown that tour guides are a crucial element in conveying conservation messages
and values. Interacting with a tour guide, or perhaps a concierge, may also be the only time
visitors learn conservation-related information. The NOAA Education Strategic Plan suggests
that partnering with various groups that educate the public, including commercial businesses, is
important for achieving its mission of educating and encouraging stewardship of the
environment. Recommendations from a recent survey also suggest that NOAA should partner
with commercial operators to increase awareness about the Hawaiian monk seals with the
visitor population.




What are some ways that you think NOAA Fisheries can partner with lodging and
tour operators to educate visitors about the Hawaiian monk seal and encourage
responsible viewing of these animals?
Are there other agencies or non-profits you already partner with that NOAA
Fisheries should look to as examples?

Researchers in Australia suggest the importance of “post-visit action” resources as an effective
way to encourage conservation actions by visitors after they leave an experience where they
encounter conservation messages and follow through with conservation actions. This
experience could be at a permanent facility, like a nature center or botanical garden, where
visitors follow signs to stay on marked trails. This experience could also take place on a guided
nature tour, where visitors refrain from feeding birds or touching coral as requested by their
tour guides. Example post–action resources could include printed or web-based materials given
to visitors when they leave a site, or Information delivered to visitors post visit through social
media outlets like forums, weblogs, podcasts, email, Twitter, and Facebook.



Please describe how you currently use post-visit action resources with your clients.
If NOAA Fisheries or their partners were to develop post-visit action resources
focused on conservation and responsible viewing of the Hawaiian monk seal, would
you be interested in using them with your clients? How would you use them with
your clients? What kinds of post-visit action resources would be the most effective
with your clients?
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Appendix E
Example NOAA Fisheries Hawaiian Monk Seal Flyer
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Appendix F
State of Hawai`i Department of Agriculture Plants and Animal Declaration Form
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